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PADUCAH, KY., 8UNDAY

MORNING,06;
i0MBER 7, 1906

VOL. 23, NUMBER 143

NEW CONTRACT TO BE MADE YOUNG LADY
MAYFIELD WOOLENI TWENTY-FIVE
Itil
FINANC
WITH WATER COMPANY
MILLS BURN APPLICATIONS
IMPROVING
STATEMENT
WAREHOUSE OF MAYFIELD LARGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE
PLANT DESTROYED WITH
DESIRING TO LOOK AFTER
HEAVY LOSS.
PA77R('`.

WATER COMMITTEE FROM CITY
BODIES,
LEGISLATIVE
WILL MEET TOMORROW WITH SUPERINTENDENT BURNET.T, OF THE PLANT, AND ENTER IN UPON THE NEW
AGREEMENTS BINDING FOR EIGHTEEN YEARS TO COME..

For several days the water com- forty-year franchise gtanted the comChief James Woods Left Last Even- mittee of the couneilmanic and al- pany in 5884. -The. city how has 4,11 Colonel John J. &smote Can Set Up
ing for Dallas, Texas,, to Attend
in Bedroom, But Will Be Some
demonic boards have been holding fire hydrants, and the water commitChief's Convention.
Days Before He Gets Out.
formal meetings with Superintendent tee, after figuring over the matter,
Muscoe Burnett of the water com- has offered to entor into a new conpany, but tomoceow a final session tract for the coming eighteen years
IN
There are about twenty-five appli- will be held at which some settle- and pay the water company $2o per
STOREROOM
STARTED
Miss Agnes Lewis is able to sit up MOSS AND COMPANY AND T.
cations in before the board of police ment will be wade as to what the year on. every plug for the next ten in her private ward at Riverside hosFROM UNKNOWN' CAUSE—
0. HAYDEN FILED ANSWER
and fire commissioners for the posi- company is to charge the municipal years and $15 annually on every plug pital where she was operated on
BURNED SIX HOURS
TO SUIT.
tion of driver of the patrol wagon, government to supply water for the fom the last eight years of the com- eight days since for appendicitis. It
and from among this list an occtspant hydrants used by the fire depart- pany's fran:hise. The water company will be some days yet before she
this place will be picked during ment. The new contract will be for Is now considering this proposition, can be moved. She is from Henderfor
Five
The Louisville Plant Employed
County Court Will Be Opened Tothe meeting of the commissioners to- the ensuing eighteen years.
and although they have not yet de- son and here on a visit to Mrs. Cabell
Huedred People--Many True
morrow by Judge Lightfoot._.
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the
at
night
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when
taken
streets,
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and
the
Clay
probit,
was
cided
accept
whether to
In 184 the water company
Chiefs Witness Fire.
MarriageLicense.
made
was
bly chamber. The place
organi ed by private citizens, and a abilitiets are a new contract will be
vacant by the resignation several forty-year franchise gotten from the entered in on this basis during tomorCircus Man Improving.
weeks ago of John Austin, who held municipal government. At that time row's meeting between the city com. Louisville, Ky., Oct. 6.—Flne
Sheriff tohn W. Ogilvie yesterMr. Fred Zradner is getting betposition for a period of fine the water concern made a twenty- mittee and Superintendent Muscoe
the
avStory
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the
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every
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authoricity
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errue. which burned from 2 - to 8
temporarily looked af- ties, agreeing to supply the municipal
Mr. Burnett yesterday said he had He is the performce of the Barnum statement showing his collection of
.e clock this morning, did damage gon'has been
until
Salmon,
Henry
Mr.
by
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over the price offered by the &Bailey circus who took ill with ap- taxes during the month of Septemfigured
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the
for
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wiich J. D. Simpson, the secretary
ber. He received $32,217.37 for the
chosen.
be
can
man
hydrants. As it took two years to city for this new contract. and it pendicitis while the show was here, county and
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The loss is almost
his monthly statement he lodges
where he
in bed some each day.
date of its originally intended expir- the first ten years and $6,510 annually
ished garments. The mill takes raw morning from Louisvilk
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wool and converts it into the finish- has liken for the past few
ation. 1904, to this year in order that for the remaining eight years, if the
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years. When the
largest manufactories of clothing in
Chief James Woods, of the fire de- started twenty years ago, its con- his figures he calculates that for the sit up in his bed room a little each knowing this the county officials will
this part of the country.
Dallas,
day at his home on North Ninth not overdraw their account in payThis stock was stored in the large partment, left last evening for
tract with the city was to charge ko coming eighteen years the city will
gathering
and by the last of this week ing out money.
street,
annual
warehouse, which comprises t490-1492 Texas, to attend the
per year to supply water to the first save a total of $96.630.o0, as comparAnswers Filed.
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governChief's
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what
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making it practically a lice-story
put 'in, and $25 per year for all those cern
answers to the suit instituted against
during his sojourn there the depart- installed thereafter.
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effect
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Four floors of it were packed with mente
twenty-year contract having to does not in
This
for
collection of $2oo claimed due
SALOON
OPEN
Tenth and
does it
goods. Mr. Simpson says the total Captain Jake Elliott of the
expired, the public boards have di- coetipany's franchise, neither
the
h from Moss & Co.
commonwealt
house
buy'
station
to
branch
right
value was $450,000. A large part of Jones streets
rected the city water committee to interfere with the city's
Lanham Will Open Saloon as a state license to do a money
John
Mr.
five
every
of
end
the
at
plant
the
agreement
it as entirely destroyed and the rest
arrange for renewing the
loaning business. Moss & Co. assert
Where Commercial Club Now is.
if the municiwas damaged by smoke and water.
for the coming eighteen years, which 'years, by arbitration,
HAVE NOT LEFT.
that they have not loaned any mondesires.
so
,pality
lie ,estimates it as 75 per cent loss.•
is the remaindor of the He of the
Just as soon as The Palmer hotel ey since May 1906, an further that
The loss on the building will not Dr. Rivers Cannot Leave on Account
re-construction work is finished and no such firm of this name esista.
be more than $to.000
of Illiness of Father-in-Law.
the rotunda gotten into condition On this basis they request that the
Origin Is Not Known.
the Commercial Club moves to the cola against them be. dismissed. This
The fire was discovered at 2
Dr. Robert Rivers is in the city
hostelry office from its present quar- was one of the numerous actions inclpf k this morning by Alex Free- from Smithland on .business and aton South Fourth greet. On the stituted against Paducah firms and
ters
man, the Wight watchman. How it tending the horse show. Dr. Rivers
vacating a saloon will be opened merchants by the agent of the audiclub
started could not be determined, as intended leaving for Ardmore, Indian
place by Mt. John Lanham tor.
that
at
the -moats was so dense that Free- Territory a week or two ago, but his
Property Sold.
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tomatic alarm was turned in and a Fornithland ws dangerously ill and
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ERSHIP
generaly alarm sent practically all this prevented the doctor's departure.
license by the council, and tomor- ty. The deed was recorded yesterLIGHT PLANTS.
IV
the fire-fighting force of the city to As soon as the condition of the caprow night the aldermen pass on the day with the clerk.
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31
)0 41;
the scene.
tain is one of safety, Dr. Rivers and
M. B. Tapp purchased land in the
application.
for the
The firemen were hampered in wife depart for their new home Mr.
will be a "Municipal Owner- ter is the well known foreman
county from A. H. House for $250.
There
their work by the smoke, which was Rush was much better yesterday He hip" ticket in the field for city offices Nfergenthaler-Horton basket factory
SOLICITING BRIBE.
C. C. Riley transferred to Mary
ac dense and overpowering as 'to was near death's door for a we
Or at the coming general election, as in Mechskicsburg.
E. Bass for $125 land out in the
make entering the building out of the so with heart trouble.
The 14 requires that if any candi- David Hecht. of Evansville, Said To rural districts
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clerk
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names
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Employes on the Scene.
clerk, requesting that Hecht, of Evansville member of the
Ella McNeill sold to George Mccouncil men who will run on tfhe with the county
General Debility—Dr. Mullins'
Close to the mill lire probably 200
the aspirants be put on state board of pharmacy, was arrest- Veill for $325 property in the 0'of
names
The
the
platform.
ownership
municipal
Shipped.
Body
peop4ti who were employed there.
Very easily more than ed tonight on a charge of soliciting Bryan addition to the city.
document filed with the clerk shows the ballot.
These were awakened and hastened
number of petitioners a bribe. Prior to the last examinarequired
the
candidates.
the
are
Property in the O'Bryan addition
Mrs Mary. Herndon died of old age that the following
to the fire, fearful that their source
and now the clerk, has tion of druggists for state licenses was sold to Z. M. Green for $1 and
procured,
were
the
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G.
hn
aldermen—Jo
John
Mr.
son,
For
her
of livelihood was to be destrored. at the home of
up along thena. was reason to believe that a other consideration by Cora Green.
The attorney. George Rouse the grocer of to enter these candidates
Charles H. Norman, cashier of Herndon, of II Oaf Colliersville
of that leak had occurred somewhere and it
head
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others
the
Sarar Birchatt tronsferred to J. W.
night at 439 North Fourth, and William A. with
the company. who lives in Waverly deceased passed away Friday
which was determined to investigate by getunder
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for $1 coo property on South
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court, was also early on the spot, as the age
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were Mr. ampson and Mr. A. D. mains were buried yesterday
street druggist. will show they are "Municipal Own'- certain embers. A druggist named
Land on the Paducah road near
noon at the Whittemore cemetery. Ninth and Trimble
Hudspeth, the superintendent:
while the de- Porter, of Winchester, wrote to Calvert City has been bought by H.
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Christ
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first
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from the
She is 'survived by three sons and
Many Fire Chiefs There.
pair of scales suspended Hecht •saying that he had failed to J. Williams from Thomas Clayton
sheet iron and tin contractor of 632 vice will be a
the fire burned a long time daughter
a desir to get a license and unless he succeeded for $3,250.
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hand,
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a
by
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The remains of Dr W S Mullins North Sixth
and was unusually stubborn, it was
all.
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in doing so at the subsequent examiknown
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Licensed To Marry.
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lacking in spectacular features. It were shipped yesterday morning at ward; J. Clit
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nation he would be compelled to hire
candidates
m,
the
Langstaff-Or
All
Marriage licenses were issued yesfor
burial,
inspector
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for
Ill.,
Paris,
to
o'clock
soon resolved itself into a question of 9:3o
406 South Fourth are the best known people of the a prescription clerk. Hecht answered terday to the, following parties by
how long it would take to wear it the body being taken by way of who resides at
support the letter inviting Porter to come to the county clerk.; Leslie C. Atkins,
street, from the third ward; John A. city and will receive the full
Cairo, and accompanied by his son.
out.
the Evansville.
that
desires
aged 22 and Bessis Solen, aged 18
Cole. the contractor of 1220 Ten- of everybody who
The mills employ between aoo and
lightPorter replied that he could not of tHes city; Walter Anderson, aged
electric
and
water,
the
ward.
own
fourth
city
the
from
street
nessee
500 people and have fifty salesmen on
advocacy conveniently do so and the corres- 36 of Springfield, Mo., and Fay CrawAPPEAL TO DIAZ.
and Henry F. Magee, of tat Clemente ing plants, as this is their
The officers say that,
the road.
pondence was continued till, it is al- ford, aged :3 of this city. A colored
latplatform.
The
and
the sixth ward.
while there will probably be a slight Will Be Made by American Life In- street from
leged. Hecht offered to sect the list couple securing a license was Abra•sustension, they do not believe the
of questions for the next examina- ham Jones, aged 22 and Mattie
surance Swindlers, Sentenced to
fire will cause any serious interrupDeath in Mexico.
tion for $120 saying if the money Bugg. aged 24 of the city.
tion of business.
was sent him, the list would be sent
County Court
n,
A number of fire chiefs from all
6.—Richardso
return mail. The correspondenee
Oct
by
El Paso, Tex.,
Judge Lightfoot tomorrow opens
parts of the country were in the city Mason and Harle. the three Ameriwas laid before Gov. Manly and he his monthly term of county court,
to take the special train for Dallas, cans sentenced to be shot at Chicommunicatf_d at once with the during which wills will be probated,
where the National Association of huahua for murdering victims to colMobile, Oct. 6.—The two negroes. felling here is that the prisoners will prosecutor M Randolph county and settlements made with administraFire Chiefs will meet this afternoon. lect life insurance, will appeal to charged with rape, brought here to- be taken from the sheriff and lynched Hecht was indicted.
tors, guardians. etc., and road quesWhen they found there was a big fire President Diaz for executive clem- day from Birmingham by Sheriff or burned outside of Mobile.
tions settled
the
in progress, they hastened to the ency ritwl will be given time to hear Powers, were hanged by a mob upon
met
GETS OFF THE TRACK.
men
The thousand
Magisterial Tribunal.
went and watched the fight the Lou- from him. The date of their execu- their arrival in Mobile.
Louisville & Nastvire train this
Justice John Burnett tomorrow
Green's Son Quits Race as convenes his magisterial court at his
isville firemen made. Among the tion is not known.
Mobile, Ala, Oct. 6.—Sheriff ,Pow- morningt but were disappointed at the Hetty
Nominee for GoverRepublican
prisonchiefs here were Chief John Thompand
always
are
Sheriff
the
Mexico
prisoners non-arrival of
Executions in
negro
office over the Fourth and Jefferson
the
ers, with
KierTexas.
of
Robert
nor
Chief
son, of Toronto;
reached ers, who had gone by the other route.
secret, no date being announced. charged. with rape, has
street grocery.
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stead of Neward; 'Chief Wharty, of The. officer commanding the guard reR.
H.
6.—E.
Oct.
Tex.
Houston,
Cutting Steinway.
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Ala.,
the
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Thomasville,
starting
Powers, before
Oncinnati, Chief Jesse, of Lexington; ceives a sealed envelope, to be opened
Yesterday carpenter?' began work 110
north of Mobile. They are prisoners is said to have told the judge Green, of Terrell, president of the
miles
Chief 11/Vahl, of Oovington, Tenn.; at a certain date, and fn this envelope
scheduled to arrive here at 11•30 the negroes would be 13enchedon their Texas Midland railroad, and son of of emitting a stairway leading from
Chief Sullivan of Memphis; Chief he finds directions as to the exectttion
o'clock. There are no troop, aboard arrival, but the judge declared he Mrs. Hetty Green. has withdrawn as first floor of the courthouse down
.Dunlevy, of Evansville and others..
of the prisoners named within.
the train and the Associated Press would not hold court under military the "Reorganized Republican" nomi- into the basement, where is located
nee for governor of Texas, Dr. A. the new toilet rooms and water
correspondent evidently does not ex- protection.
a
C. Acheson being named by the Ex- closets. The new steps lead down
have
to
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he
for
pect trouble,
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the
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Too Bad!
Charles S. Hardy of Chicago Fore- tral Labor Council held a meeting Mobile depot
of Pennsylvania. story of the building.
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last night and decided
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time
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a
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association of Insurance commission- mass meeting will be. held Monday men left here on
been prepar- -fairs' of the regular party in Texas on Fourth and Jefferson streets.
had
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to
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a
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o'clock
5
at
chosen
way
be
will
ers today adopted a strong resolution night, when candidates
-Mr. Virgil Cherrill is ill with tyPowers and his prison- ed for the celebration. It was de- by National Committeeman Cecil A.
againwt the practice of granting re- A. Bablita secretary of the council meet Sheriff
the Lyon, it being alleged that Lyon was phoind fever at his home on West
scarce
being
bread
nieet
to
and
expects
committee
licious
The
ers.
movement
e.
bates as a great injustice to the pub- said last night that th.
and' prisoners about thirty boys eat too much meat and as a seeking to throw over the black ele- Jefferson. His brother, Dr. Russell
lic. .An address of Charles S. Hardy was purely local, and the natitanal la- the sheriff
of Mobile. It is not consequence were unable to be down ment and make the party a "Lily is here from Chicago attending his
north
in
miles
of CliicasrO foreshadowed an increase bor organization will take no pert
bedside.
known what. the program is, but the town Sanday—iBallard County News White" organization.
the election.
in the rates of fraternal insurance.

LOSS ABOUT $350,000
COVERED BY INSURANCE
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MISS AGNES LEWIS IS ABLE SHERIFF OGILVIE REPORTED
TO SIT UP IN HER WARD
A COLLECTION TO COUN_
:.7 CC.:URT.

SEPTEMBER RECEIPTS
WERE $53,694.61

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP
TICKET UP FOft ELECTION

a•

Rape Means Lope in the South
Two Negroes Were Hung
wirwme".-

5.#

r •

"r^

177-7W

Trili,909.7

or's agent that
Tuesday afternoon as usual, at after- of his duties as audit'
noon tea, and later she will compli- he cattle to Glasgow a little over a
ment her guest, M'iss Reitz, of Chi- year ago, and while 'here hie met and
cago and Misses Lillie, May and fell in love with Miss Ellison. He has
Ce risme Winstead, of Kentucky, the made frequent visits hr' since, and
guests of Miss Willie Asher, with an has made friends of e, -s-ifocly with
afternoon reception.'
'whom be came in contact.
"Miss W:lla Heifner will entertain
Immediately after the ceremony,
00
at a buffet supper next week in hon- the newly-wedded pair will leave for
sic=>•00.00000<=s4000000.:=>410c=a014=416c=seess=s4)(K=s+4.0 or of Miss Willie Asher and her
an extended trip west, to be gone
If you want that sense of satisfaction in the knowledge that
of the talented. young bride. The guests, Miss Lillie May Winstead about 'two weeks, and upon their reGeorgeous Ball.
you money has brought all tha you could possibly secure with
The most brilliant event society' has ceremony occurs the evening of Wed- 'and Miss Corinne Winstead of Ken- turn will make their home in Paduit—make the L. B. Ogilvie & Co., store your store. You
enjoyed for many years was the goy- nesday, October 31st, at the First tucky. After supper the party will cah."
never saw such an array of bea utiful Suitt, Skirts, Coats and
geous ball given Friday evening at Christian church and will be an ex- be entertainsid at the exposition
Waists as we have collected for your fall and winter wants.
Mrs. Sherrill's Party.
the Elks' home on North Fifth street: ceedingly fashionable affair in which grounds, where' the state fair will
then be in progress."
complimentary to the horse show 'society is taking great interest.
Five hundred and bridge whist were
sponsors shien in the city. The af-I One of the most elegant and cult- "Miss Georgia Donnell was the enjoyed Thursday morning ,by the
fair was attended by several hundred tired of young ladies is the bride, who 'hostess at a card party in honor of guests entertained by Mrs. Clarence
Of Broadcloth, Cheviots, Shadow Plaids, Fancy Worsteds and
people and was very swell in it5e11 is endowed with every trait charac- Miss Willie Asher's guests, Misses Sherrill at her charming home on
Novelty Checks. Coats made in tight-fitting blouse front;
of
Winstead,
Corine
May
and
Fountain avenue. The event was comtire arrangements. This was the first teristic of the famed girls of Ken- Lillie
Prince
Chap. Norfolk Blouse and the new "lViilitair." Skirts
social event in the new home that tucky. She is unusually beautiful, of Kentucky. The house was decorated plimentary to a number of visitors in
are
made
in the new Plaited M odds. The largest and strongof
the city, and four tables were filled
has only recently been completed and a jovial, enlivening dispoisition and throughout with graceful ferns
est line of Suits ever offered to careful buyers.
rose,
varieties
and
with
white
many
the
its
with each kind of players. For
thrown open for the benefit of
blessed with a high intellectuality for
members and friends. The furnish- which the Corbett family is famous in green and white being the color of best bridge player, Mies. J. Campbell
ings are gems of elegance, and the this state. As a society girl she ;s the decorations in the 'entertainment. Flournoy captured the prizes. Mrs.
added 'brilliance of this particular oc-, the leader of her circle, and has been Aiss Lillie May Winstead wore a i Thomas Leech took that for the five
casion made the building a glittering the center of much admiration and at- gown of white mull with a girdle of hundred contest. Miss Love, of India
pink silk and short sleeves finished napolis, Ind., took the visitor's
scene of attraction.
I tention ever ince making her debut
Children's heavy school hose.,
Children's union suites, ribbed,
• with pink ribbon. Miss Corine Win-' trophy..'
'''
Mks. Thom4s_Iseech had charge of'several years ago. She is as promipair.
fast
black,
15c
per
at
25c, 50c and $t.
had
a
white
mull
stead's
gown
of
prevailed
in
the
Autumnal
colors
Campbell
the punch boil and Mrs. J.
nent in the state capitol and eastern
Ladies' fast black fleeced cot-,
Ladies' union suits at 25C, 50C,
Flournoy the tea table, both being in part of Kentucky as here, as for a girdle of palest blue and neck and decorations, and especially upon tile
ton hose, 15c pair. or a pair 25C.1 $1, $1.50 and $2.50.
The cards luncheon table.
The out-of-town
the reception rooms that were alike number of years Frankfort was her sleeve ribbons of blue.
Ladies' extra value black cot-1
Ladies' ribbed cotton vests and
four-leaf 'infests there were Mrs. John Love, of
conceits,
being
pretty
were
the
room,
ball
the
to
decorations
in
home while her late father, Hon.
hose.
35c
Or
3
pair
for
$1.
both regular and extra
ton
pants,
real
hand-painted,
and
with
a
clovers
Warneken,
Mrs.
Gustav
New York:
hues being horse show colors, of red Thomas Corbett, was connected with
Men's
fast
black
sizes,
at
25C and 50c.
cotton
socks
cenrun
through
the
clover
four-leaf
Tlerryman,
Anne
Mrs.
Clarksvill-;
of
the
10:30
o'clock
At
yellow and blue.
the state administration. She is one
value,
at
15c.
extra
underwear 5oc.
Men's
fleeced
was
guest
prize
The
of
each.
ter
Martin,
of
of Clarksville; Mrs. T. A.
grand march started. led by Mr. Rob- of the favored fair ones of this city,
Corny'
Winstead."
IndiaMiss
cut
by
Love.
of
Miss
Minn.:
Paul,
St.
Thomas
C.
ert B. Phillips and Mrs.
and no fashionable social event is comnapolis; Miss Xavie Haynie, of GalLeech. Over one hundred couples plete without her attendance.
Marry This Morning.
latin. Tenn.
look part and it was a handsome line
No business man stands higher, or
The elbow is the correct thing for autumn wear and we are
This morning at 8:30 o'clock Miss
-of march. Several dances then came. is there recognized in anyone more
Crawford, of this city and Mr.
showing them in all the desira ble shades and styles.
Fay
Confederate Daughters.
and were followed with a four-figure integrity than in the groom. who is
Kid gloves in 12 and 16-button lengths, in all the new autumn
Mrs. Roy McKinney is expected
cotillion, the favors for which were proprietor of the Racket store, which Walter Anderson of Springfield, Mo.,
shades of brown and tan, as w ell a- black and white; only the
braoelets, caps. crops, toy horses has amassed a patronage second to will be united in marriage at the resi- home today from Pewee Valley, where
Eng- she and Mrs. Dr. Murrell attended the
best makes.
whips, spurs, mirrors and yellow and none in this city under his able guid- dence of Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
The state gathering of Daughters of the
Silk Gloves in eibow lengths, in black and white. We handle
red chrysanthemum pin cushions. ance since opening here some years lish of 1226 Monroe streets.
During
only the makes that have prove d themselves good. Come to
The favor table was under charge of ago. Mr. Thompson originally from ceremony will be witnessed by only Confederacy for Keinticky.
us for the best.
Mrs. George C. Wallace and Miss Virginia, coming of a distinguisheS a few friends and immediately there- the session there were a large nurnber
after the happy pair leave for Spring- of delegates from over the state in
Anna Webb.
family of that grand commonwealth,
attendance, and Mesdames McKinney
The dance did not break up until but has made Paducah his home for field to take up their home.
The bride is the well known young and Murrell were re-elected to their
2 o'clock yesterday morning. its bril- thirteen years past. He is accorded
Extra good values to keep you warm these cool nights.
liance and attractiveness holding the the reliability and sterlingness• of the lady who heretofore 'has been con- old positions. The officers chosen are
Tele- as follows:
Extra good values to keep
cumExtra
large
calico
crowd to the latest hour. Those in unusually successful 'and progressive rected with the Cumberland
city.
MTS. Roy MrKinney, Paducah, Pres
per
Blankets.
12-4
Gray
ports
the receiving line were: Mr. and Mrs. 'business man whkh he has proved phone Company of this
00
$1
ident.
pair .
comforts
regular
!Robert Becker Phillips. Mr. and, Mr. himself to be since settling here. His For Gentlemen.
Mrs. James B. Travin, Covington.
The Misses Nicholson of North
Blankets,
per ,
10-4
Fancy
size
Thomas C. Leech. Mr. and Mrs. Jacob firm position in the commercial
$1.50
charmingly first vice president.
Sikaltne
comiortk
extra
pair
Wallerstein. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. work/ was established by those up- Sixth near Clay streets,
FriMrs. Edmund Roberts, I'irdstown
11-4 All wool plaid b al-9
size
Friedman, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rudy. right and honorable methods which entertained a number of friends
$2.25
Mes- second vice president.
Wool filled comforts, each
good values and good styles,
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Bleecker, Dr. characterize him in private life and day evening complimentary to
LouisMrs. David Murrell. Pa •••:•ah, corfor
per pa i r
and Mrs. Victor Voris, Mrs. Bertie make him such an exceptionally well srs Woodard and Barrass of
$50
0
5.00
responding
secretary.
ville.
Miss
Fowler,
Campbell and Mr. S. A.
liked and popular man socially, his
Miss Caby Froman, Ghent, chap*Anna Webb and Mr. Will We. Miss traits are of those unexcelled kind
lain.
Charles
Frances Wallace and Mr.
and he is a warm, close and congenial Teo For Visitors.
Mrs. Van Meter, Bow:* eg Green
Mrs. Clark will show you the choicest assortment in the city.
Cox, Miss Marjorie Scott and Mr. friend to everybody.
The handsome home of Mrs. J. vice chaplain.
Frank Davis.
and at popuLsr. prices.
The wedding details will be an- Campbell Llournoy of West JefferMrs. Nellie S. Cox, Fr- ekfort. regnounced later.
son street, was the scene of an at- istrar.
Evening Dining.
tractive tea tendered Wednesday afMrs. Frank Allen, Sharpsbttrg,
Mrs. John H. Love, of New York, Sans Souci Meetings.
ternoon by the charming hostess to treasurer.
The young ladies of the Sans her guest, Mrs. Anna Berryman, of
M. Frank Watts, of Nashville, and
Mrs. Swann, Murray. historian.
Miss Xavie Haynie, of Gallatin. Tenn. Souci club will meet next Friday af- Clarksville, Tenn., and also Mrs.
•
Mrs. John L. Weedbitry. Louiswere honored guests for a charming ternoon at the residence of Mrs. John H. Love of New York, who is
secretary.
recording
ville.
evening
by
dining given Thursday
John W. Scott on Madison near v:s'iting Mrs. Robert B. Phillips and
The Paducah chapter of the DaughMrs. John S. Bleecker at her home on Eighth street. At this session they Mrs. Gustav Warnekin of Clarisgreen
sv ill organize and arrange for their silk, who is the guest of Mrs. Cook
North Fifth street. White and
a•ManlINIIMI•1•1111111111.
(Continued on Seventh Page.)
sGsos
•
formed a pretty table decoration, s4 inter sessions. This is the first as- Ensbands.
while covers were spread for tewlve cembly since last spring by the
An informal musicale was rendered
guests.
ladies.
during the afternoon, while many
guests called, including numerous
Delphic Club.
visitors and out-of-town sponsors.
Lolomai Lodge Breakfast.
The Delphic club Tuesday morning Floral decorations of a unique naAt her charming country home, resumed its meetings for the winter tore prevailed. white Mrs. George A
"Lolornai Lodge." Mrs. Creirge A. :n the clubrooms at Carnegie library, Flournoy presided over thts tea and
As you know fully one-half the carbon available for heat in soft coal is gas, the entire gas
'Flournoy yesterday morning treated a and many of the members were pres- coffee table.
supply used for fuel and illumination in many cities and towns being made from common soft coal.
number of friends with a delicious ent. This year the ladies will make
The ordinary stove in burning soft coal allows this gas half of the fuel to pass up the chimney
bridge breakfast. complimentary to a study of Spanish art, literature and Morning At Cards.
unburned, thus wasting it as a heat producer.
her sister. Mrs Gus Thomas, of May- history, and the opening papers were
Several happy hours were spent
Cole's Original Hot Blast Stove, by means of the patented Hot Blast draft and other
field. and 'several other visitors.
on "A Map Study of Spain" by Mrs. Iiriday morning by a host of friends
Breakfast was served at 11 o'clock, Milre Davis, and "The People and as guests of Miss Francis Wallace,
patented features, distills this gas from the upper surface of the coal, utilizing it as a heat producer
and very beautifully was a cluster of Industries of Sprain' by Mrs. Frank who entertained at her elegant counalong with the fixed carbon or coke in the coal, thus burning all the coal. This is why
flowers arranged upon the table in the I. Scott.
try home, "Ellerslie,' complimentary
loving cup captured by the charming
In answering roll call the members to Miss Lucye Bruen of Webb City.
'hostess during the horse show events all respond with a "Spanish Proverb" Mo., the guest of Miss Madjorie
The elaborate luncheon was followed
Scott of North Ninth. The beautiful
with some happy moments spent at Informal Reception,
interior of the splendid home was atbridge.
Very charming was the inforthal tract'vely enhanced by the pretty
Covers were prepared for Mr. and reception tendered Tuesday evening
i floral arrangements prevailing.
Mrs. John Love. of New York; !sflr. by Dr .and Mrs .J. Victor Voris at
Ten tables filled with players cornand Mr& Guy Johnston. of Clarks- their home on West Broadway. cornpeted
for the peize3, the game gift
ville; Mrs. . Gustav Warneken, of plimentary to Mr. Maclyn Arbuckle,
going
to Miss Bella Coleman. while
Saves the Dollars and makes a ton of common $3.00 soft coal or
Clarksville; Mrs. Anne Berryman, of leading man for "The County Chairthe visitor went to Miss
that
for
lignite de the work of $9.00 worth of hard coal,
Clarksville; ,Mrs. Gus Thomas, of man" production which showed at o
Owen took the
Mae
omen.
Miss
Mayfield; Mrs. Robert Becker Phil- The Kentucky that evening. The enYour old stove and imitation Hot Blast are not air tight,
ccnsolation. An elegant luncheon
lips, Mrs Cook Hsisban dm. Mrs. Camp tertainment followed the play, and
do not save the escaping ga.scs and do not give you a warm
foflowed the game.
bell Flournoy, Mr. liarte Caldwell, till' 'Voris home was arfistically arhouse at night. You cannot afford to say to yourself"My
many Paducahans, the
Besides
of Clarksville; Mr. Jack Lowrey, of ranged for the occasion, the dining
old stove will have to do this winter." The old stove is
guests ineluckd ,,the following: Mrs
Bear Springs.
hall table being a pretty setting of Gustave Warneken. of Clarksville:
eating up the price of a new stove every year. Not only
fern leaves, with lace work and grren Mrs. Guy Johnston, of Clarksville:
that, but on top of the cost is the unsatisfactory result it
Publish the Bans.
candles over-scattered with Am9ri- Mrs. Gus. Thomas. of Mayfield;
..Lgives. It is always out the coldest morning.
At St. Francis de Sales church this can beautt.s. The hot lunch was MTS. John Love, of New York; Miss
morning there will he published the served by Misses Bubye Corbett, Bruen, of Webb City, MO.; Misc
Even Heat Day and Night—Fire Never Out
wedding bans of Miss Theresa Willett Martha Davis, Mlanie Cobb and Susie Love. of Indianapolis; Miss Haynie
Cole's Hot Blast is go perfect in construction that fire
and Mr. James T. Reyle. of this city, Thompson. Mrs. T. Campbell Flour- of Gallatin, Tenn.; Miss Caldwell, of
keeps
all night, and when the draft is opened in the mornthe wedding for which couple will oc- noy presided over the punch bowl. Carbondale.
burn two or three hours with the fuel put in the
ing
will
cur October 23rd.
Many guests called to meet Mr. ArNo other stove does this. Fire, therefore,
night
before.
The charming young lady is the pop beckle who was accompanied by his
out,
and the rooms are kept at an IMOD teesgoes
never
ular daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. J: wii
the latter not on the stage,
Elliaon-Lneas.
time.
c,
water.
all
the
Willett, of West Broadway, while Mr. ho s'e'ver. The couple are
warm
The Glasgow, KY..- newspapers
Rayle is the sterling attache of the friends of Mrs. Voris and all Were state as follows regarding the coming
OUR GUARANTEE
Illinois Central railroad.
We guarantee • saving of one-third in fuel over any tower draft stove of Ms
delighted in meeting them.
marriage of Attorney Frank Lucas, of
same site, with soft coal or slack.
The out-of-town guests to the re- this. city:
3—We guarantee Cote's Hot Blast to use learn hard coal for heating • given space
than any base burner made with same heating surface.
Pavilion Dance.
ception were':
"Miss Mary Ellison, of this place,
3—We guarantee that the rooms can be heated from one to two hours each mornMiss Dickerson, of St. Loins, who
Mrs. John H. Love, of New York. and Mr. Frank A. Lucas, of Paducah
ing, with the soft roal or hard coal put in the stove the evening before.
4—we guarantee that the Move will hold fire with soft coal 36 hours
is the guest of Miss Eudora Farley, ho is visiting Mrs. Robert Becker Ky., will be married at the Christian
without attention.
was the honored guest fir a delightful Phillips MTS. Anne Berritnan, of church in this place o nthe afternoon
5—We guarantee•uniform hest day and night, with soft coal, hard cost
or lignite.
dance given Thursday evening at the Clarksville, Tenn., the guest of Mrs. of goriday, October 15, at a o'clock.
6—We guarantee every stove to emain absolutely sir flen MI king K2 used.
7—We guarantee the feed door to be smoke and net proof
Wallace park pavilion.
Those out j. C. Flournoy: Miss Love, of In- Elder James E. Payne, pastor of the
The above guarantee is made with the understanding that the stove
were Misses Nell Pool, Eudora Far- dianapolis,' the Misses Rieke's guest; Christian church, will be the officiatbe operated according to directions, and eel up with a good Sue.
4.1-4
.•
‘
I
ley, Miss Dicicersom of St. Louis; M'SS Xaxia Haynie, of Gallatin ing clergyman.
‘1,11TeL.. • '0,‘
•,
,
t,,r1
Fanie Lanham, Elsie Elam, Marie Term., who is with MTS. John S.
"The fishers will be Messrs. A. B.
Roth, Ede Bergidoll. Gertrude Fisher, Bleeeker; Miss MeCandless, of New Dixon, Paul Greer, Guy Locke and
The perfect control over the drafts, the slow economical
Mary Boyle, Cora Dumlap, Mary York, vis.ting Mrs. John McCandless Fielding Boles. The friends of the
combustion and the large positive radiating surface make
Pool, Rubye Dunlap, Miss Lamb; and Miss Bureau, of Webb City, Mo. couple are invited.
Cole's Original Hot Blast the most economical and the best
Shows Stove
Messrs. Joseph Fisher, James. Lut- the guest of Miss Marjorie Scott.
Hard Coal stove made.
"Miss Ellison is the daughter of Dr.
Burning
trell, Cecil Patton, Clarence Krug.
E. T. Ellison, and is one of the bright
Cole's Hot Blast is the modern heater and will save its
SOFT COAL
Robert Hayden, Clifton Ferguson,
cost in fuel every winter. Buy one for your home now.
est and most attractive young ladies,
Joseph Bergdoll, John Farley, Arthur Popular Paducah Girls.
in Glasgow, and is greatly admired' by
is being all who know her for 'her brilliance of
Would You Lose $50.00 in Fuel to Save $1.00 on the Cost of Your Stove?
Willett, Sexton, George Holliday, Much social attention
Curtis Samon, Oran Bell.
showered upon two of Paducah's mind and lovable disposition.
That is what you do when you buy a cheaply constructed, putty jointed, shostly made Imitation stove. Like ell
successful inventions, Cole's Original Hot Blast has many inferior Imitations, avo them.
most popular young society ladies in
"Mr. Lucas is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
They all lack the patented features and carey construction, which make the rIgiaal Hot Blast a great success.
Corbett-Thompson.
Atlanta, Ga., where they are visiting W. E. Lucas, of Paducah, and is a
They do not stay tight and soon open seat ss and cracks which render them worthless as fire keepers. See the nano
An announcement of hugh delight Miss Willie Blancre Asher. The young lawyer of recognized ability
!,!Belst's Hot Blast from Chicago" on the feed door. None genuine without it.
to all is that of the approaching wed- honored girls are, Misses Lillie Mae and high standing. He was auditor's
ding of Miss Ruhye Corbett and Mr. and Corinne Winstead, and in speak- agent from the state-at-large under
Charles W. Thompson, of this city. ing of the affairs the Atlanta papers Auditor Gus Coulter, and was one of
The announcement was made yester- say;
the most efficient and capable officials
day by Mrs. Rebecca Corbett, mother
"Miss Lula Moyer will entertain the state ever had. It was in the Erie
:=:>00000<=>0
Se=sa00•==>0 Oft=seliOsz=a00C•000(K:=>0 ef==>00,

ATTRACTIVE VALUES FOR
CAREFUL SPENDERS

THE WEEK IN

SOCII3T

NEW TAILORED SUITS

Hosiery and Underwear for Men,
Women and Childreh

Fall Importation of Long Gloves

Comforts and Blankets

#1#

Millinery
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L.B.Ogilvie(lb Co
Broadway and Fourth

Cuts the Fuel Bill in Half
For Soft 'Coal, Lignite or Hard, Coal

Cole's Original
Hot Blast

For Hard Coal Saves Half
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N order that you may know the unequaled merits of
Stoves and Ranges, we make you this offer: We will Isuck's
to your home free of charge. We will let you use it deliver
days free of any charge. We will give you our writtenfor 30
antee that it may be returned within the thirty days guar
does not prove as represented. We will give you,if you if it
sire it, the privilege of paying for the stove under our so departial payment plan, if the stove proves satisfactory. liberal
Let us
send you a stove today, this offer stands good but a
sho:t.
.
Don't bother with that old stove longer. It is burn
ing
both
money and time. This exceptional offer is based on
conf
iden
ce
and is backed up by the best stove we can buy.
already availed themselves of this splendid oppo Many have
rtunity. Why
don't you---today? Buck's stoves and ranges have
siastic friends than any other make and there are more enthumany good
reasons for it.

OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENTS ARE THE USERS OF
LINE. ANY BUCKS STOVE ORDERED DURING THIS GREAT
WILL BE HELD FOR FUTURE DELIVERY ON THE THIS SALE
BY CALLING YOU WILL SEE THAT WE HAVE SE TERMS.
Y MORE
ARTICLES to OFFER YOU AT PRICES AND TERMAN
MS
BETTER
THAN EVER.

We Most Cordially Invite Your Closest Inspection

•
714.
-!E •

Brass and Iron Beds

•-

(4?
- -

1Q.
• 1,11••7

P11,

•e•

WE CARRY THE LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE • LINE IN
KENTUCKY.
$1.75 TO $100 EACH

.4C

0"

•

Chiffoniers
$1'

•

4.

ZI.eisSr*171

A GRAND IMPROVEMENT ON
THE OLD PATTEKNS FOR COMFORT CAN BE MADE INTO A
PERFECT BED,

#

•

s-

*Air1::•
•
41:
-.•..
4

BUYS A SOI.ID OAK ONE
JUST LIKE CUT!' A BEAUTY FOR THE PRICE.

'

rt•m;A,4406•911.C.`":". .64

•
44
.4
.
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Kingston Reclining
Chairs $64 .

;
1-434
/ -1-

p
...)t, .4 • • *a
.
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A HEATER

THE KING OF RANGES

THAT SOON PAYS FOR ITSELF
IS YOURS FOR THE
IN THE AMOUNT OF FUEL IT
ASKING ON THIRTY DAYS TRIAL PRIC
ES
VERY LITTLE MORE
THAN YCU WILL PAY FOR THE INFER- SAVES YOU. IT IS YOURS FOR
IOR MAKES. BEST BY
THE ASKING ON THIRTY DAYS
TEST. T 1E USERS ALL SAY SO.
TRIAL CAN YOU ASK MORE.

11
SIDEBOARDS
THIS IS A BEAUTY, FINISHED
IN RICH GOLDEN OAK, HAS
LARGE FRENCH BEVEL MIRROR AND LINED DRAWER FOR
SILVERWARE.
ONLY $15.00

Fancy Lamps
OUR ASSORTMENT IS
PLETE.
AND PRICES
STYLES TO SUIT ALL.

FLOOR COVERINGS

Kitchen Cabinets

Combination Cases WE HAVE ENLARGED AND ADDED

TO THIS DEPARTMENT
STOCK IN THIS LINE IS NOW EXTENSIVELY AND CAN NOW SHOW
YOU THE MOST CM
r` COMPLETE. THIS WILL MAKE PLETE LINE EVER BEFORE CARRIED
IN THIS CITY.
WE
YOUR
GUARANTEE OUR PRICES CHEAPER THAN
A NICE ADDITION TO
MANY OF THE
HOME. Two PIECES IN ONE LARGER CITIES.
AT VERY LOW FIGURES.

1
ROCKERS

OUR LINE AND ASSORTMENT
HAS BEEN INCREASED WONDERFULLY. PRICES
RANGE
FROM
$4.00 TO $60.00

ilet Sets
•
. TEN PIECE ETS $2.25 UP
TWELVE PIE E SETS $3.75 UP-

1111111•111111,11
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HERE YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND
•
JUST WHAT YOU WANT. AS
OUR LINE OF ROCKERS IS
VERY LARGE. WE START THEM
AS LOW AS $1.00.
WE SHOW A LARGE LINE OF THE BEST
IN ALL STYLES. NOW IS THEOUR THREE AND FIVE
KIND MADE. GET
PIECE SUITS ARE IN SUCH GREA BOTH CHEAP AND
TIME TO MAKE YOUR SELEC- VARIETY THAT
T
FANCYONE FOR THE LITT
WE CAN SUIT YOU IN PRICE AND STYLE.
LE FELk
RACK
S.
TION.
NICE ARTICLE FOR LOW.' T
SEE THIS LOVELY LINE BEFORE MAKING
WORTH ,so2.50o
.
YOUR PURCHASE. HOME(
GETS ONE.

DAVENPORTS

Plate Racks

PARLOR SUITS

Baby Walkers

Grearb5
geillraMMIIMPT0nm=sort
TRADE MARI%

THE MOST SANITARY FLOOR
COVERING MADE AND GUARANTEED TO OUTLAST ANYTHING COSTING DOUBLE THE
PRICE.
•

111

Warerooms
405-407 Jeffer=
son St.

Juba...Mr

ida0.01.06.0A4,01.-a.
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There w
field for representatives in the -gin
but &man .utterested in the mitt
al council. In a city of this size it were given ;to understand that men
S.will not be difficult for, the people to on the reptiblican ticket were favorPUBLISHED BY THE
ascertain just where each and every able to municipal ownership and as a
REGISTER REWSPA.PER CO.
no further steps were
[4.4•++++++++11•++.14•11.4-11-++I-1-1•1441.
one of the candidates stand on mat- consequence
44.1.{-1-1•++4-/-1-:-!-§-1-H•++++++++41
organize the league. The
to
taken
(Incorporataed.)
ters that affect the -public welfare. republicans were elected by the votes
Broadway Every voter in the city will have the
FOR THIE VAND ERBILT BETTER VALUES IN UNDERWEAR. MORE KINDS OF UNDERAt Register Building, 523
of some of the advocates of municipal RACE
MARKED BY INJI. TRIES
CUP
opportunity to register his choice, ownership. -and when a petition for a
• - WEAR THAN, AT ANY PREVIOUS TIME MEANS A GREAT
ACCIDENTS.
AND
the
for
issuing
President
bonds
and the sensible man Will vote to vote on the city
JAMES E. WILHELM,
DEAL FOR WE HAVE ALWAYS HEADED THE
Treasurer
purpose of owning an electric light
PROCESSION
JOHN WILHELM,
better his interestsSecretary
the
to
and water plant was presented
ROBERT S- WILHELM,
I'4 THIS PARTICULAR LINE. ..
The time has arrived when the peo- general council, those very men re44
thinking. fused to even grant the people the
Entered at the Postoffice of Paadu- ple must do some, serious
matter. Paducah must either go forward or privilege of expressing themselves:
cah, Ky., as second-class mail
backward. If the people rule and our This settled the question of expecting
any cansideratiien from that party,
'vac
affairs are administered with an -eye
One Year
"•1
when the democrats nominated a ONE CAR HURLED OVE'.12 EMand
3.50 single to the greatest good to 'the
Six Months
a few weeks ago the ear marks
ticket
AND
OCCUBANKMENT
1.25
Three Months
THE UNION SUITS IN
FOR
UN'DERWEAR
PANTS UNCONSCIOUS.
.10 greatest number, the city will go for- of the corporations and certain banks
CREAM Affili
One Week
ward; But if the corporations and were as plain as:day, so at this late
IN
SMALLEST
GREY
6c,
25c.
day a third ticket is put in the field
IN THE LARGEST SIZES
Anyone fairing to receive this paper other interests are to dominate its afvigohoris campaign is to follow,
a
and
to
matter
tne
report
Boy in Crowd Is So Badly Crushed MADE, AND ALL THE SIZES
regularly should
fairs as they have in the past few se it is claimed.
CHILDREN'S HEAVIER RIBHe Will Die—Another SpectaThe Register Office at once. Ttle years, the city will go backward Pamajority
a
about
BED
-dentist
FOR
ALL
AGES BETWEEN
There is no
UNION SUITS AT 50c AND
tor uccumbs.
phone Cumberland 318.
ducah can be made a good clean mor- of the people of Paducah being in
58c.
THESE EXTREMES.
and
al city, and whether or not it is to be favor of the city seeming a water
fight will
strong
a
and
CHILDREN'S SEPARATE GARplant,
light
such, rests largely with the men its
Finish Line Vanderburg Cup Race
be put up for the election of the MuMENTS RANGING IN PRICE
be elected next month. Where men nicipal Ownership eitket.
If every Course. 'Oct. 6.—The International
FROM roc TO 35c ACCORDING
they,
must
pOsitions
will pull Vanderbilt Cup Race wah won by
public
ownership
have filled
*4
advocate of public
TO
SIZE. THE•SMALL SIZE IS
with
the
Frenchman,
Wagner,
Lancia, ..LADIES
isKjudged by their records as such, of his coat and do a little work the
EXTRA
HEAVY
roc AND.EACH SIZE LARGER IS
at the Italian, second.
Sunday Morning, October 7, zoo6. and not by promisee.
The people ccrporation gang will:be surprised
4
Finish Line, Vanderbilt Cup-Course VESTS AND PANTS AT 25C EACH ONLY A SLIGHT
the result.
ADVANCE. IT
THIS
IS
have the right to know where every,
STAR
GARMENT
of
OF
start
delayed
the
the
Oct.
6.—Fog
corthe
The fight is on between
COMES IN A CLEAR SILVERY,
Our Duty As Citizens.
canelidate stands on every question, porations and the p:ople in this city third international autornohik race ITS KIND, IT WEIGHS EIGHT
GREY
AND THE BEST OF ITS
minfifteen
the
for
cup
Vanderbilt
well
for
As election day approaches it and they should exercise their right It had to come and it just as
POUNDS TO THE DOZEN, CAN
KIND.
order
a,
the
utes
the
6:15
today.
ne
At
'Whatever
on.
later
as
every
now
would be well for each and
to force him to a show down. Men start
YOU MATCH IT?
means 'that the fight was given and Car No. T, drive-n by
BOY'S
F LEECED
HEAVY
citizen of Paducah to indulge in sober are very apt to make all kinds of -result may be. it
LADIES' FINE QUALITY RIBcarried on next year, as well, LeBlon, American, went over the
be
will
SHIRTS
AND
AT 25c
DRAWERS
thought and serious reflection. Es- promises, and when once elected toat which time the general city elec. line. He was followed at intervals of BED VESTS AND PANTS IN EACH.
pecially sheruld be consider the re- turn on the very people who elected len occurs. All that has been need- one minute by the other racers. The CREAM COLOR AT 48c EACH.
sponsibilities resting upon him both them and sneer at them.
ed in Paducah is for some one to race was run over a course 29:71 miles THE EXTRA SIZES ARE ONLY
melee the start, and from What we un- in length., laid, out over the roacadam
a
got
citizens
good
of
towards himself and to his fellow
Hundreds
men who have never been roads of Long Island. Seventeen cars Soc.
derstand,
LADIES' UNION SUITS IN
citizens. Let him bear in mind that dose of that kind of 'treatment this
in politics are behind the movement, representing America, France, Italy CREAM AT
5oc. THEY FASTEN
the
peoyear from several men )10W in
Paducah contains nearly 30,000
and they propose to give the public and Germany, started in the race, EITHER
MEN'S
HEAVY
FLEECED
ACROSS
SHOULDERS
placing
which was 207 T miles, or ten times
ple, and that he is one of that num- general council and the voters should a campaign of educetion by
OR
DOWN
SHIRTS
AND
THE
DRAWERS
FRONT.
AT 38c
before the people statistics bearing around the course
ber. Being an American citizen re see to it that such men are retired.
own
of cities that
EACH OR 75c A SUIT.
stands the peer of any man on the
The corporations have dominated on the experience
First Serious Accident.
water and light plants.
their
face of the earth. An honest Am- the general council for ten years past
MEN'S HEAVY WOOL UNDERThe first serious accident occurred
The consumers of this city are pay
CHILDREN
AND
erican citizen stands on the highest and it is time for the people to get ing toe much for water and lights and today when the racing car. driven by
MISSES WEAR AT Si.00 A GARMENT.
plane ev erreached by mankind. together and put men in the general their only relief is through competi- Dr. Wellschott, the Italian chauffeur.
Wealth or position cuts no figure council who will represent the people tion or municipal ownership. The went off the road almost at the point
have too good a thing to where Monseini was thrown in the
at the ballot box. Being an honest This can be done if every voter will corporations
turn loose without a strong fight, and recent elimination race. Wile taking
GLAD AT ALL TIKES TO
Citizen means that all such must be make up his mind to go to the polls
OF COURSE
THESE
ARE
if every man who believes in pub- the Manhasset hill at a te-rifie pace
SHOW
GOODS. WE ARE ANX- ONLY A FEW OF THE GOOD
active
honest when they deposit the ballot. in November and vole his honest con- lic ownership will take an
rff. Weilschott suddenly discovered
IOUS FOR YOU TO LOOK.
THINGS WE ARE SHOWING.
part in the campaign the voters of that he could nbt control the machine
A man cannot cast an honest vote victions.
privilege
the
have
soon
will
He
ahead.
Paducah
a
distance
a
short
at
curve
except he follow his convictions.
of voting on the question.
shouted to the spectators :a run. hut
The "Disaster' Howlers.
Political parties are but the creathey either did not hea: him or
The corporations, the trusts and
tuies of men, and designed for the
they were safe bel,ind a fence
thought
the franchise grabbers realize that DISCOVERS THE "AIR"
airct
an
embankment. At the curve
as-sociation of those who believe and thicy are up against it in New York
FLOAT IN
____
THE PLANETS
plunged
off the co-I, down an
car
the
indorse curtain tenets or eulet of and the old howl about the country
and
through the fence
embankment
government.. Such persons when as- being in danger of rainatiose if -Electron, the New Element. Expected!
on-loolcers. John
of
group
a
among
to Clear up Scientific Mysteries, I Brooks. of Port Washington, fell disociated together will naturally seek Hearst is elected, is being raised
again. At the opening of the republieach others welfare, equally with
rectly in front of the machine and wee
can state campaign Lieutenant GovWashington, Oct. 5 —Consul R. Stwenty feet away. Two othknocked
then own. Unfortunately for a repub- ernor Bruce in the course of an adE. Bergh of Gothenburg reports the er bystanders were slightly injured
lican form of government, in late dress said: "If the forces arrayed discovery by a Swedish scientist. J.
The car then plunged into a ditch
1
4)
P'
years, what is termed political par- against us can carry this great em- R. Rydberg, professor at Lund
steering gear wvi badly wrecked.
Its
financial
•
electron.
educational,
the
state
pire
element,
new
a
of
Sweden,
ties, have been used as vehicles for
boy m4 net. recover.
and manufacturing center of the Electron is a universal gas and forms The injured
and Colombo. his
Weilsehott
selfish ambitions or manipulated in
Both
country it will light a fire which will an atmosphere which prevails 'through
unconscious when
were
mechanic,
theinterest of a favored few to such sweep from Maine to California."
out our solar system. It is expected picked up, but were soon revived.
an extent, that the masses can no
In our humble opinion what this that the discovery will lead to full
4
••
longer rely upon them to stand for country needs is a purging by the scientific explanations of many things
BARNEY BADGETT SALOONIST BUD ELROD AND LIMAN WILSpec•atte.
Over
Ran
A fire which up to date have remained
the public good. They have de- fires of good government.
CHARGED WITH SELLING
Elliott Shepard ran into a man at
SON DISMISSED YESthat will smoke from their holes all doubtful or unexplained, as, for inTO MINOR.
corner on the sixth lap and
Kurge
generated into barter and sale, strict- men who have trafficked in legislaTERDAY.
connecin
storms
stance, magnetic
mangled both his legs soseverely that
ly in quest
of the dollar.
tion and through corrupt means been tion with the sun spot periods, the
amputeetion was neoessiary. The man
abled to amass great fortunes at northern lights, terrestrial magnetism
In this country politics is purely a
later- died, He is believed to have Three Negresses Came to Hall to The Judge Held Up His Decision in
the expense of the people, either by etc.
.combat between the people and the
been Burt Gruner, of New Jersey.
Have Others Arrested and all
Warrant Charging I. C. With
railroad grants, franehise grabbing or
•
Word wa-s received a! Jerico that
• few who would dominate public af- the formation of trusts by reason of
Were Locked up.
Blocking Public Street.
IN
PUPILS
BLIND SCHOOL
tiv • men at a
fa:rs in their own interest or that of the robber tariff and thereby filched LOUISVILLE PLAY FOOTBALL Tracy had run down
point south of F.ast N,•rwich. One
.valuable lands, franmen who 'have designs upon the from the people
man was reported to ha-e had his leg
Barney Padgett wa4 warranted yesBud Elrod and Lyman SS'ilson
Louisville, .Ky., Oct. 6.—The most brolci.n. The extent of ths other man's
public So flagrant has the conduct chises and enormous profits.
terday in thc charge of selling liquor were acquitted in the police court
Strange as it may seem, yet it is remarkable football team in the world
rnerni,
of the two great parties in this parinieries was not
to a minor. The boy is F.ddie Skill- yessorday morning of the charge of
true, in this great republic atfavored began its season this morning. They
The start and finish l'ne of today... ian; and his mother
ticular become, that thousands each few thousands have been enabled to are the team of the Nientucky Institulodged the charge pouring pepper sauce down the back
at a point near Westbury. on against
who runs a saloon in and into the eyes of the little Pruitt
Padgett
year are severing all party ties and levy tribute upon he millions. We eon for the Blind. Many of the play- race was
the Jericho turnpike. 1 -rom here the
Loy. It was claimed the lad botherrenouncing allegiance
to parties. do not arraign any man for the els are stone blind and none of them course leads to the ono in an almost Mechanicsteirg.
•
through hon- has more than most imperfect vision
Bad Language Used.
ed them and they poured the sauce
They stand out as independent Am- wealth he may acquire
there
when
's.
mu
two
for
line
straight
blesswas
'Sam
a
Myles
arrested on the on him as a means of punishment.
est means, for such a man is
Notwithstanding this the blind, boys
is an abrupt turn to the left and north charge of using proiane and abusive
erican citizens and refuse to longer
ing to mankind, but we do arraign the last season met all the teams of the
A fine of $2 and sentence to ten
is
This
toad.
suffer themselves to be used by poli- nen who by dishonest methods have City of their weight and made a won- into the Feet Norwich
lio;guage at the Valmer Transfer days in jail was given A. J. Sander*
vilthe
to
miles
several
for
followed)
Company's stable on Jeffetson near for carrying concealed weapons
ticians or the "interests" behind millions of dollars, in their posses- derful showing.
lage of East Norwich. which is hut Fourth street.
sions. If by a combination with their
They play the straight game with
Ford Perry was fined $25 and
that class.
Oyster !lay, the sumAll Locked Up.
they were enabled to hold only such concessions as, their infir- two miles from
Fellows,
for disorderly conduct.
costs
If the reader will but pause for a
mer home of President Roosevelt. At
Gertrude English, Annie Singleton
up the public, or to exact from it mity necessitates. Last year they reWm. Morris and Charles Thomas
turn
sharp
a
is
there
Norwich
East
moment he will sec but little dif- nerre than what was just and right, quired a round ball, because the
end Olive Morton, all colored, came e ere given continuances until toAorwelt, with a long down to the
City Hall yesterday to
ference if any between the two par- they are not one whit better than errat;e I:it-vending of the os-al was con aga-;.n to the left and
winding rim of more than five miles lodge charges against each other. Tow of the disorderly conduct charge
sidered too great a handicap, but thic
ties on national affairs, and that dif- common thieves.
asdinst them.
to Bull's Head, where begins a grey 'The English woman was accused by
If, as stated by the speaker quoted. year they will play with the oval.
Freeman Torian 1 id VVoodie Wilference is but on the question of the
illade
the
to the south to avoid
the Singleton negress with attempt- liams were fined $13 each for throwthe elettion of Hearst will light a
The first opponents will, be the dip
the
with
ends
dip
This
tariff. When it comes down to .the fire which' will sweep from Maine to
Roslyn.
of
ing to cut thejetter, while the Martin ing rocks at Saundsrs Whitt colManuel Freshmen. Last season the
state or the city no difference what- California. we believe the people of blind team played the Manuals to a so-called "I-lair-pin turn," near Old woman was charged by the English
a mile and woman with handing a knife to the o3-ed.
ever exists between them. The peo- this great country will survive and standstill, neither scoring. This year Westbury. which is about
rul Wood was held to the grand
a half crams country from the finish Siegleton damsel with which to cut
ple are no better off under one party live through it all. how do we know they hope to beat them.
on the charge of steeliee sortie
jury
simply observing what they
the English woman, who did get
Football players at the blind asy- g-ra nileland.
tfan they are under the other. The this? By
from barges along the river
rope
men
carved a little. After each lodged
have stood at the hands of the
lum were so numerous this season
f
Delays.
Some
assessor makes his rounds followed who have been plundering the nation,
their charge against the other, the
that they have organized a second
The warrant ebarging I. M. StepLie Blon was slightly delayed near police locked the trio up.
by the tax collector and the money the tate and the cities for the past team.
with selling cocaine without a
hens
by
passed
the five-mile post, being
Theft At Mayfield.
is either judiciously spent or thrown ten years.
presatption was postponed until
cars.
the
of
several
Marshal McNutt, of the Mayfield
EXPRESS MESSENGER'S
away as the case may be, so in the
aye.y ivac
d4n
r,,ati
u,
a hs
xtli;T
Tracy low several minutes on first police force yesterelay telephoned of E
The Independent Ticket.
BODY TS FOUND
given t wentyend it makes but little difference to
"non
his
change
to
stopping
aldermen
by
round
for
ficket
An independent
Chief Collins over the long distance
five days in jail for disorderly conthe taxpayer which party may be in and councilmen has been placed in Was One of the Victims of an L. & skitter tires.
men
two
for
line to keep a lookout
Tracy had more tire trouble on Whom Marshal McNutt did not know
N. Wreck.
power. Honest men ard rascals are the field, and the piiblic may now
P. Toof, W. C. Nelson and C. D.
organs
Clarksville, Tenn., Oct '6.—The third round: pitting on two tires at be name, but only by description,
in both parties. Corporate interests expect the corporations, their
tri were before the court on the' •
He
minutes.
to
seven
losing
nd their political manipulators
body of William Wood, the express Jericho.
which was given the Paducah authorstand close to both parties. When
letting their cows run at
charge
duct.GniFof
KO up on their hind feet and howl. messenger who was drowned Satur- then proceeded- with one flat tire.
ities. Mr. McNutt said the two had
the
on
streets. The judge relarge
comae
we reach the cities. there. is no such A-s that whole bunch -is on record as day night in the Cumberland river
the
for
He broke all record*
stolen $160 from a party irr that city.
until tomorrow.
his
decision
served
iles
the
making
ever
what
lap,
fifth
-people,
29.7!
the
disinagainst
a'
as
railroad
politiCal question
a thing
being
Five In The Bunch.
as a result of the L. & N.
Until tomorrow he also reserved
cheered.
was
ticket
third
tie
26:21.
its
a
about
mile
say
one-half
may
cow
they
eecsevered
offithal
was
aster,
the
Rice.
Lycurgus
an
volved in
election. Every citidecision in the warrant charging
Wagoner was first iT the seventh catcher, caught five cows in the yard
no weight.
from Linton, Ky., in a badly decomzen is familiar with conditions and should have
This is a free country and men 'have posed condition. The body will be lap, Lancia second and Jenatzy third. of Mrs. Addie Scott Of 2025 Meyers the Illinois Central railroad with
he does not need the services of a the right to offer for office on any
The races seemed to be between street yesterday. The catcher im- blocking the public street at Sixth
brought to this city for burial?
party or its leaders to point out to tidiset they may choose, and the peothese three and Dursy. Times, sev, pounded all the bovines, find on the and Campbell, by letting a string of
ple have the right to vote for whom KEPT JAG IN HER STOCKING enth lap: VVIagner, 199.33 2-5; LanCia, names of their owner being secured. unbroken oars stand across the highfhim his duty in the premises.
way.
206:43 4-5: Jenatry, 209:07 1-5.
please.
they
warrants will be gotten out.
Is there a voter in Paducah who
At Loos a. m. Lancia had taken the
what we have learned, a Husband Avers Wife Went to TheaFrom
Feels that he intuit hate a politkan te
lead of the rare as the- completion of
ters Supplied With Whisky,
toonber of citizens who believe in
point out the way for him? We think municipal ownership of public utiliMiss Ora Morehead and Mr. Chas.
Fall Bulbs.
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 6.—Because the eighth lap, hut Wagner still had
are
not.
ties determined to put out a ticket his wife was in the habit of placing an advantage in the mater of elapsed Stratton, of Springfield, Tenn.,
Roman
HyHyacinths,
Dutch
were not the guests of Mr. Pat O'Brien of JefThere are certain local questions because they felt that both the dem- a bottle of whisky in her stocking be- time Wagner and Jenatzy
NarcisTulips,
acinths,
Paper
White
republicans had been tried fore going to the theater with him far behind Lancia in completing. the ferson street.
- before the people of this city, but &cats and
Chinese
Mr. Carl. Puryear tomorrow returns sus, Fieesia, Oxalis and
on the question, and had allied them- and usually .became intoxicated, as a eighth lap.
those questions resolve themselves selves with the corporate interests.
Lancia
in.
just
dental
studBulbs,
Lily
to
his
and
Sacred
resume
Chicago
to
Wagner
its.
a.
this
10:42
At
-saf
Jr.,
Abrend
resnit. Henry
into one great question, and that is,
About a year ago a 'petition was' tit* today was grawnte da divorce had completed the ninth round, with ies after vieitiug his father, Captain 41ffintr:ti' - C.. ,L. Brtumou ill Co.
sup Broadway.
John Puryear.
only sg.y miles to go. .
the interest of the people as a whole. circulated in this city and signed by from Mrs. Hattie Ahrend.
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KNIT UNDERWEAR

A Few of Many Good
Values

Men's Underwear

Cnildren's Underwear

Mall&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY

BOY BOUGHT
:PEPPER SAUCE
SOME LIQUOR CASE non
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Heiwi•Y!
E ARE [SOLE AGENTS FOR THE BEST KENTUCKY
Costl sold on the market. Why send your money out
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky product
for less money,and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.

W

When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enterprises, and when you buy Luzerne
you are getting the best Kentuct y
produces.

Get:OurTrices
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton

Both phones 70
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Barry and
Heoneberger
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here visiting her parents, Mr. and West Broadway tock.:y goes to—..St:
That run-down, tired feeling is the
Mrs. Doc Hayes.
, Louis accompanied by her niece. Miss
÷
PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr. Louis Rieke, Jr., has gone to Madrienne Knight wl. will enter the first symptom of MALARIA,
take
4'New York on business.
Ursuline hospital.
MTS. Mike Conrey of Little Rock,
Mr. Frank Cheek hr.i returned from
Mr. Charles Mat tin, of Green- Ark., is visiting her parents, Mr. and Nashville where he I•:ts been residing
and after visiting hi.: mother, Mrs.
Vi:le, Ky., is visiting his son, Attcrr- Mrs. W. A. Dallas, of Borad Street.
John
Cheek of North Sixth for a few
rey Arthur Y. Martin.
Hon. Jake Corbett, of Wishliffe,
(bays, goes to Waco, Texas, to enter
Misses Blanche and Maria Davis, was here yesterday on business.
of Mayfield, are visiting Miss Ruth
Managers Daniel Adams and J. W. a theological college.
Mrs. W. L. Hughes of Canadian,
Parker and attending the Horse Daniels of the Prudential Insurance
Show. .
company's local office, left yesterday Texas, has returned home after visitMiss Eda Cockel has gone to for Evansville, accompanied by the ing Colonel and Mrs. Harry
C.
Nashville, Tenn., to visit friends.
entire staff of Paducah agents, to at- Rhodes of West Jefferson street.
Mrs. J. Goldmanner and daughter The specific for all malaria.
Has
Miss Mai Townsend is here from tend the annual agents' banquet.
Chicago visiting her
rents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. M. Rose of Mayfield Miss Rose of Princeton are v,isiting cured others Will
cure you.
Mrs. Jacob Luft of Broadway.
Mrs. Al Townsend.
are visiting MTS. Mary Byrd.
Mrs. Bettie Bristol of Memphis is
Colonel John Lander, of Calvert
Dr. Carl M. Sears has returned
'
Price 5o Cents Per Box.
City is here attendin,,;
- the horse show from a business trip to Kansas City visiting Mrs. A. G. Coleman of West
23ficrm-oe.
Mrs. John H. Love and daughter, Mo.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones of
of New York„ leave today for MunMisses Luella Acree and Minnie
cie, Ind., after visiting / Mrs. Rob- Williams of Benton, were here last Cairo are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Hite.
bert Phillips.
night attending he horse show.
Miss 'Annie Williamson has reMr. Harry Linn has retrned to
Mr. Solon Palmer of Benton and
Nashville to resume his studies in Mr. W. N. Wlear of Murray, were turned from visiting in Tennessee.
Hon. John G. Miller was in Paris
(tentistry, after visiting his parents. here last night.
Captain and Mrs. B. B. Linn.
DRUG STORE.
Mir. W. J. Brown. of Harrodsburg, Tenn.. yesterday on businesS.
Mrs. Frank Hoover is in Yuma Ill., will arrive today to visit Mr. L.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 217.
Tenn., visiting a sick friend
Commissioner's Sale.
B. Ragan.
Mrs. Horatio Reed of Chicago is
Mrs. Charles E. Richardson of
In pursuance of a judgment of McCracken circuit court, rendered at its
Mr. Lee Crumbaugh Promoted.
September term. too6, in the action of
Mr. Lee Crumbaugh. formerly of
Milton Mills, plaintiff, against W. J.
Smith and G. W. Waisner, I will on this city but for the past several
Monday, October 8th, (about the years route agent ;or the Southern
hour of to o'clock a. m.) 1906, being Express Company with headquarters
county court day), at the court house ar ,Columbus, Tenn.. has been prornot
door in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to!ed to a position in the company's ofthe highest bidder, on a credit of six lice at Memphis. He will move his
months. The following described prop family to that city next spring but
erty lying and being in McCracken they will spend the winter
with
county, Kentucky towit:
Mr. Crumbaugh's parents here. Mr.
Lot Uo. 2, in the division of the and Mrs. G. C. Crumbaugh,
of 4°3 N.
lands of D.. W. Weisner, deceased, Seventh.
4
beginning at "C." thence S. 4 degrees
E. 32 3-7 poles to "J." a stake in cenThis store has always had success with the ter
of road; thence N. 81 1-2 degrees
famous Thomson's "G'..ove-Fitting" Co:nets. Al- E. 8z 1-1 poles to a stake at "L." FOLK AFTER GAMBLING ISLE
ways a fine line, f,Thoumott n:ot:els here; the thence N. 4 1-2 degrees W. 32 1-2
Declares if it is in State of Missouri
very latest and best. Plenty of el si::23; la every poles to a stake at "D." thence S St
He Will Act.
1-2 degrees W. St 1-2 poles to the bestyle, and we shall continuei.to hare anal ; for tho ginning. Containing
sixteen and oneJefferson City. Mo.. Oct. 6.—GoverThoinson'n "Glove-Fitting" Corset i.3 one oi i
half (16 1-2) *ere!.
The purchaser will h. requord •n nor Folk has written a letter to Govvery best produced in this country. and it in natgive bond with approved security. et nor Hoch of Kansas opening a
ural that it should be fully represented at nIltitacs
bearing interest at 6 per cent from question Involving the boundary li•ie
in the foremost Cornet departmentday of sale, haying force of replevin between Missouri and Kansas and the
Every Thomson's "Glove-Fitt:rig" Corset ia bond, on which execution may issue consequent control over an island in
the Missouri river o which there is a
when due.
guaranteed to give satisfactory war.
This the 5 day of October, too6.
big gambling resort. Governor Folk
Price begins at.
$1.00 Lovett & Edwards. Attorney.
asserts that if the. island is Within the
CECIL REED, Master Commis- Finits of Missouri measures will be
sioner.
ti:ken to stop the gambling it once.

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsu les

NO GAME PLAYED.
Launch Refused to Run and This Prevented Football Contest.

BACON'S'

NEWS IN BRIEF

Mr. J. F. liarth left this morning
(Cr Philadelphia and New York
on
The high school football team did business.
not get to go to Methopolis yesterday
—Deputy Sheriffs Gus Rogers and
and play the club of that city, as the Clark Fortson will leave tomorrow
launch on which the local boys were for Frankfort with Lena Jackson and
to go down failed to work properly. the other negro woman who are to be
and they could not get away. The placed in the penitentiary fur trying
to set fire to Mary Mactin's house.
game was postponed.
—A defective flue caused a fire
Rev. T. J. Newell will Tuesday
morning .deliver an address to the which burned a smell liole in the roof
High School children as their op- of Mr. Muscoo Burnett's house on
ening exercise, while
Wednesday West Broadway yesterday shortly
morning the High School orchestra before noon.
••
will furnish
multi: for
--Contractor* Bridges and Sons
several
have moved their office from Legal
choruses.
Row to room No. 215 in the FraMrs. G. P. Poison and daughter, ternity building.
Mrs W. R. Smith of Centerville,
—Mr. P. M. Golden, the U. S. naval
Iowa. have returned home after visit- Sri vice man, arrived here yesterday
ing their sister and aunt, Mrs. Gutt,from Cairo to complete arrangements
Swanson.
- for opening the enlistment bureau
Mrs. Peter J. Bezbenback will re- here next week.
turn today from visiting in Owens—Coroner Frank Faker has gone to
boro. Rockport and Evansville, Ind.,St. Louis on business, and during 'his
Seventh. Mrs. Crunthaugh and child-'absence Undertaker Fred Roth is acting coroner.
rem will arrive Monday.

AMID GLITTER AND GLORY
THE HORSE SHOW CLOSED

6

THOMSON'S
"GLOVE - FITTING
CORSETS
.4

Purcell & Thompson

HUNDREDS OUT AGAIN LAST EVENING
VIEWING THE
FINAL EVENTS WHICH WE RE EXCEEDINGLY INTERESTING—PROMOTERS CHARMED WITH THE GRAND SUCCESS
OF THE ENTERTAINMENT THAT WILL BE REPEATED
EACH YEAR HEREAFTER.
The grand annual horse *how came
to a close last evening in the presence
of about t.P.on people who had gathered at the baseball park to view the
final events The entries and eiohibits
were of the same high class that has
characterized the show ever since it
started, and to a single person the
closing affairs were pronounced as enjoiable as the opening features. The
promoters are delighted at the successful culmination of affairs and desire to cheerfully thank everybody
who helped make it the grand affair
attained.
The first event of last evening was
the best roadster. shown to runabout,
were
There
mare or gelding.
eighteen entries. and Clarence Sherrill took first prize money of $15, Gus
Thompson second of $to, and Claude
iiirtsell third of $5.
Tbe next affair was the gravid iptotical drill participated in by about
twenty four young ladies and gentlemen. Cup, were the premiums, and
Mr. Zack Bryant captured that for
the best gentleman rider, Miss Henri
4 Alcott for the best lady, and M. and
Mrs. Rudy for the best couple.
Event No. 4 Was the best pair of
roadsters shown Ito runabout, and had
entries of Wynn Tully. Gus Thompson, Owen Tully and Mr. Hailey of
Murray. Gila Thompson got first
money of $25. Wynn Tully second of
$ts, and Hailey third .of
The best registered five-gaited swildle stallion was the next affair, and
l'
there were entries of Rev. Armstrona
of this city, Mr. Boswe41 of Mayfield
•
and Mr. Halley of Murray. Boswell
.got first money of $25, Hailey second
,of $to, and Armattnnr third of $5.
The next event was for the lighi
harness horse championship mare or
Kentucky,
gelding, for
Western
• Soutibern Illinois and Western Tennessee. This event was scheduled fot
Thursday night, hut pulled off last

acket Store!

night, and the entries consisted of
Boswell of Mayfield. Clarence Sherrill, Dick Williams, Johnson of Eastern Kentucky, Herbert
Hawkins,
Harris. James Glauber. Bob LeePer•
Joe
Friedman, Gus
Thompson.
Wheeler Campbell. and Carl Russell,
latter of the Winstead Mentlicine company, and driving the annual "Basco"
owned by R. WI Cornelison of the
same medicine company.' Mr. Russell
captured Ono money of $6o and the
championship for the three states,
while Boswell of Mayfield got second
money of $25. and wheeler Campbell
third money of $t5.
There was then pulled off the Friday night event that was postponed
until last night, and which was the
champion pair of
harness horses,
stallions mares or geldings. The entries were James Glanber, Wynn.
Tully. Gus Thompson. Hume Ogilvie
and Mr. Hailey. Wynn Tully got the
championship and first prize of $6o,
Mr Hailey secCind prize of $25. and
Gus Thompson third prine of $T 5.
Yesterday Afternoon.
Yesterday afternoon the stock exhibit, took place and many specimen
were entered, and prizes taken. Hon.
James Mt. Lang was lucky in taking
several trophies. He won for the
best regietered' saddle mare and colt.
his mare being "Anna Lee" while her
colt was "Lightfoot." He then won
with "Lightfoot" the nrize for the
best stickling colt. For the best
seteMle stallion he took the prir,e also.
hi: animal being "Rehelflare."
Last year the prom.-ters of the
show cleared only $35. thererare this
year thty had to take their individual
money to push things forward. The
entertainment has been a huge success throughout and hundreds of dollars were made. This means they have
stifficient in the treasury to give next
year's event upon a scale doable of
what it was Ibis fen

407 Broadway

rImMo

S. P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

ARTISTIC DISPLAY

Both Phones No. 110

203. 205 S. Third

OF MILLINERY

WE CAN MAKE IT OF INTEREST TO EVERY LADY IN PADUWe have a splendid variety of suitable pieces.
Many of them are new and exclusive designs.
The designs are cut on the finest quality of blank

CAH TO CALL AND SEE OUR
SPECIAL PRICES AND GOODS.

crystal.
-.44111.1b,
Our glass is of unequalled color, Itilliancy and
r

Girardy Millinery'Company

Jeweler

&Wolff

•

Now is the time for you to fill yout coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 1 1 c

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal

-

Also dealer in LIME:and CEMENT- Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT.'i

II. ill Cunningham,

'Phones: Old 960,:New 245.

- a-

Thirteenthgand Adams Street

sa.
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+ THE INFLUENCE
October 7.
OF PEMINITY
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There is not one woman in a hun- 1763—A prod l 'nation of the King defines 11- respective bound-aries
dred but who has great influence over
And they are seldom disappoi nted. They buy that kind. The fact
of Que cc, East Florida, and
over some roan.
that
a shoe should feel comfortable from the start is unknowr to
Gra nod •. but preserves as
It may be a husband, it may be a
because they have never felt the luxury of putting on a
them
crown
I ids the region north of
sweetheart, but there the influence is
rightly made shoe.
the Gre: - Lakes and west of the
working for good or bad, as the case
They overlook the fact tha t a Hanan Shoe at its price gives the
Allegluo
may he.
wear of two pairs of the kind they buy. They forget, also, that a
The moment a man begins to care 1765—First co ,.fress of Amierican colonies nit at New York.
ileeply for a woman he its swayed by
her wishes and opinions. It is. true 1775--A Britis fleet, entering the harbor of
R. I. cannonade
that ofttimes he is unaware of just
the tow-, threatening the dehbw much he is wayed, but neveroffers more real comfort when
struction if Newport for a time.
theless the fact remains—his views of
new than their kind of shoes offer
1777—Second ;mule of Stillwater, after
thiugs are largely colored by hers.
months
of
wear—that It
which w: ; a British attempt to
Just think of the responsibility you
tarts out a smart, stylish shoe and
z-eure a -eeat tothe Lakes. ends just as smart and stylish.
p-rry. girls. When a man loves you
It resulted • most disastrously
his whtkle 'mental attitude toward wofor them.
man is/measured by your standerd.
There are not so many such
You can make him worship ann 1780--Battle of Kittle( Mountain, S.
people as there used to be. We
C., in wh.ch 3oo British were
reverence woman or can make him
know this because we sell so
killed and wounded, and Poo
despise her. You must be satisfied
many more Hamm Shoes than
prisoners -Ind 1,500 stand of
with none but the best in a man, and
we used to.
arms tatk
you must make the man you love
rnse power, three
Maybe you would like to
'ally, if you expect 1826—A railwa
realize tat. NrriTi7miles lone.. ,;.-,Ipleted at Quincy,
prove these facts.
the best of, him he has a right to deMass., for conveying quarried
mand the same of you.
granite to ti !e water. • First
Let him see that you prize honor
railroad in th United States.
and sobriety above all things. and ;f
vernment seized
he really loves you he will strive to 1863—The English
the Confederate rams in 'the
live up to your ideals:
shipyards at Mersey. and preYou must practice what you
vents their departure.
preach: yon must keep your own life
pure and good and sweet if you wish 1883—Disastrons fire at Memphis,
Mini., destroying property to
your opinion to be of any value.
amount of $450.000.
You must lire so that no man has
the least excuse for showing you 1891—A convention of piano manufacturers, over which William
aught save the most absolute respect.
Steinway presided, agreed to fix
Use your influence over the man
the standard pitch at 435 vibrawho loves to the best of your ability.
tions per second for A in a tem
Encourage him to be sober, honest,
perature of 68 Fahr. This pitch
industrious and econonric-al.
has been adopted in France, Au
Do not tempt him into spending
stria and Italy.
more than he can afford. His love
will prompt him to gratify you: every 1893—The Vigilant won the first race
for America's cup, beating the
whim. and if those whims are many
Valkyrie by 5 minutes and 48
•and -extravagant he will not long be
seconds. correct time.
able to keep his head above water.
Many a fine man has gone under sim- 1894—Death of Oliver
Wendell
lfolmes, aged: 85 years.
ply through trying to live up to the
drm,ands of sweetheart or wife
I.et him see that you will not FIVE MORE BODIES
o
tolerate any jest or story that is not
ARE RECOVERED
perfectly free from vulgarity.
To laugh at an intoxicated man is
Mobile Ala., Oct. 6.—Five more
to condone his offence, and to lower bodies have been recovered on the
yourself, in the eyes of any man who south shore We the result of the great
sees you do it.
storm of last Thursday. One was
If you drink intoxicants,how can identifittl as that of .Captain. Jack
you hope to influence any man to Wroten and the other as Captain
give them up.
William Ross Steiner. The work of
If your husband or sweetheart is relief is going on rapidly and the
a.hard-working, industrious man, help destitute are being well provided for.
him all you can by sympathy and encouragement.
EIGHT TIMES MARRIED.
Don't urge him to keep late hours,
and don't feel insulted if he is some- A Missouri Woman
Who Had Had
times too tired to pay much attention
Many Husbands.
to you.
Above all, don't make him dissatisFulton, Mo., Oct. 6.—Mrs. Fannie
fled with his work unless you are James, of Calwood. this
county, was
quite sure he might do better.
granted her eighth divorce in the
Use you influence to help him climb Callaway county circuit
court here
higher up life's ladder, not to drag this week. Mrs.
Janseis later left
him down.
Fulton for her home without being
The power you hold is a wonder- married to another
man.
ful thing if you wield it in the right "I have been
married eight times,
direction.
and have never buried a husband."
seid Mrs. James. "More than that I
have never had a husband who would
COUPLE ELOPED AND MARtake a grist of corn to mill or proRIED ARE GORED BY BULL
side a hog for miett.'
Her first matrimonial venture was
Martinsburg. W. Va., Oct. 6.— in
August, 1892, when she married a
. Fedi:rick Cowan an I his seventeenneighbor, Mr. Altheiser. ,Slhe lived
year-old bride were gored to death with
him a few months and was
by. an 'angry bull in a meadow Rear
divorced the following May. She was
this city late in the faternoon.
immediatsly married to Mosses M.
The young couple had, just left the
Smith. From that time to this. she
home of the preache: who had marhas been in the divorce court aeven
ried them atter a sensational elopetimes. She is yet under 5o years of
tnent, when the pretty bride's bright
red dress mtracted the hull, who age.
charged down upon the flaming patch
of color moving across his otherwise LARGEST LAKE TUNNEL
IN WORLD FOR CHICAGO
immaculately grern feeding ground
Mr. and Mrs. Cowan had cut across
Chicago, Oct. 6.—The largest lake
the field to the railway station in
tunnel
in the world will be built by
their eagerness not to miss their
the city when the bids for the Southtrain.
The young husband fought with the west land t :rind are let. City Engianimal desperately in an effort to neer Shaw today will ask for bids
save his young bride and himself, but for a fourteen-foot tunnel, inside
the horns of the enraged brute rip- diameter, 1.200 feet long, to be conpe41 into his side and hurled him to structed entirely through rock from
and
Seventy-third
th- ground, v,here /1. ssas trampled to Yates avenue
street crib. The tunnel and the perdeath under the.cruel hoofs.
5!ate
The :girl was too paralyzed by manent and temporary cribs will coss
fright and borrow even to attempt to to,000,000.
Fight for Water Canal.
make her escape .aust was an easy
The proposal of the International
victim. She was caught like a chip in
the wind upou the already gory Deep Waterway commission to rehorns of the great animal, tossed in- strict the flow of sik,' -titer from Lake
t the air, caught again and finally. Michigan through the drainage oanal
tossed — into- the air, caught againTI will be met with opposition when thc
hurled far over a barbed fire fence commission meets here October 16 to
i to the adjoining field. The young hear the views of local commercial
oman was so badly injured that she and civic bodies. The Illinois Manuied:w:thin a few hours of the acci- facturers' association yesterday decided to appoint a committee to argue
dent.
r The trill is the property of John against, the proposed change on the
liatfield. Who lives near Richmond ground that such a step would be
Balls, in Raleigh county. The young harmful to navigation.. .
couple had eloped and indulged in a
No Time For Doctors.
hurried marriage in opposition to the
The country doctor had driven nips'
s%) ishes of the'r parents.
long miles in the middle of the night
over rough, dark roads to answer an
Manasier.
MEDICAL BODIES
emergency call. Wheuhe entered the
house a voice called from above, "Is
One Meets Tomorrow Evening and that you, doctor?"
LOWER RAILROAD FARES PAY. tiine-tenths of the system, has been in
the Other Tuesday Night.
"It is."
operation several months, and instead
"Well, this man is too sick to see Much More Profit in the Larger Bus- of the predicted reduction
:there is an
Academy
The
of Medicine meets you tonight; you'll have to some
iness That Reduced Rates Bring.
increase in gross earnings. Lower
tomorrow at the Eagle's home on again."—Fittsburg Press.
fares have given the company,,enotigti
*Sixth and Broadway, while the folWhen the New Haven Railroad ne business to more
than make good
lowing evening the McCracken CounTrimble Street Lot Bargain.
Company reduced its passenger rate the lessened profit
on
each fare.
ty Medical society will meet with Dr.
Between Ninth and Tenth North to 2 cents a mile the officials estimatWfhen the Michigan Central charter
Griffith
B.
office
B.
at his
on Broad- side lost 4ox150 feet to alley no bet- ed that there would be a loss of $700,was repealed an a 2-cent rate was
way opposite The Register. At this ter home neighborhood in Paducah 000 a pear in gross receipts, says the
fixed by the legislature, the company
latter oath-0ring Dr. Robert Coleman $500 gash genuine -bargain.
,
New York World. brought suit again the state of MichlecUre on "Ilepitifas." Whittlir ire Real Estate Agency
'te.
which ark •Ls ;gam
' • mow. By the time the
•

Some People Expect New
Shoes to Hurt

WHERE DID YOU BUY

YOUR PIANO?
at

Baldwin's

tianan Shoe

$500

4
111

They Make Them
W.T.
Selected This
He and His Brother Have a Large New Stock at

518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.

$550
$600

COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY,

•

"ONE PAIR SE-LIS ANOTHER—THAT'S QUALITY."

tAar
Amo
J
rim

Now Is The Time
This Is The Place

306
FREE CATALOG

ls

BROADWAY
DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL

The Fever
Season

4

Has few *errors for the resident whose borne
is *quipped with

Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and steam or
Hot water Heating from

Ed D.Ha nnan
THE PROMP T PLUMBER.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
132 South Fourth Street.

co,*•Tricatrinig Guy Nance. Lee Nance.
M. Nance, Embalmer
Facts that can not GUY NANCE & SON
be Denied:

ri
I

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured
only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street
.

When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you Phones: New 334. Old 699
Open Day and Night
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed The Oldest Continuous Honest
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of Doing PAWNBROKER
business in the city. Money Loaned
superior quality and dug by skilled
On All Valuables.
union miners. It holds fire over
I. COHEN
night and it don't clinker. No
106 SOUTH SECOND.
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get- value received for your
We have on hand
money. Let us quote you prices.
For Sale:
•

P17 7SBURCI COAL CO.

Office 126 Broadway.
Both Phones No. 3. •

MPS

Both Phones am

Jas. J. O'Donnell,

3 Noise Power Mrtor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
5Y4 Hors', Powor M010f.
I 8 Morse PORI"' MO*OT.
S re Horse Power Motor.
r 200 Light Overt%

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
131-153 Nora Fworth Skeet.
••••

111

Subscribe For The Register
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ONE LONE WOMAN SOLE
OCCUPANT OF MEMORIAL
HOME WORTH $75,000
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 6.-From
o
among stately trees' that shade an estate several acres in extent, rise the
imposing gables of a magnificietna
$75,000 building, known in Kansas
City as the Margaret Klock Armour
.(Contihued from Second Page.)
Memorial Home for Aged Couples.
The
hotne is almost a palace, and a
ter met Tuesday afternoon with Miss
Are a revelation of richness
Susie Thompson at her home on West matron and servants labor faithfully
and delicious to the housewife
Broadway, add numerous matters of to supply the wants and make cominterest
were before the ladies. Mrs. fortable the solitary inmate who is
who has already tuted"ordinary"
Swan, of Murray, was a visitor, she at mistress of all this grandlur.
It was not the odiginal intention
spices.. Our spices are pure.
the time being in the city en route to
Pewee Valley to attend the state con- that the home should be the exalts
and fresh, having the strength,
sive refuge of Mrs. Isadore Hatfield.
vention.
aroma and fine flavors which
A delightful informal musicale was This condition is due to peculiar regnature alone can give. Use
rendered during the afeernoon, and ulations that were, made for its maintenance by its founder.
followed'
with a buffet luncheon.
them in your canning pickling
The late S.° B. Armour, founder of
the big Armour packing plant in
and preserving.
Dance Tomorrow.
A dance will be given tomorrow Kana City, conceived the idea of
evening by Mr. George Halliday at establishing a 'permanent chanty and
elle 'Red Mlen's hall, complimentary to the nasult was the home dedicated to
Miss Dickerson, of St. Louis, who is his widow, who supplied a large add'tional sum to complete and furnish
risking Miss .Endora Farley.
it. The 4ealication was the occasion
for an impressive ceremony, but afDRUGGIST
Missionary Teas.
The missionary teas of Grace Epis- terward the aged couples came not.
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
copal church will be resumed next Fri This was due to a provision that
day afternoon at the parish house by couples must be not less than sixtyfive years of age and that an enthe Woman's Auxiliary.
trance fee of $600 must be paid.
Finally Isadore Hatfield and his
Dance At Hotel Craig.
wife bought an entrance to the home
Miss Marjorie Scott has issud in- and reigned supreme until about a
vitations for a dance to be given t he year ago, when Mr. Hatfield died.
coming Tuesday evening at Hotel Sincethen no others have come to
Craig, complimentary to her guest, live in the big house among the
Miss I.ucye Bruen of Webb City, Mo. trees.
Buy anything and sell everything.
"Yes, it's pretty and grand here"
218-220 Court Street: Old Phone
said
Mks. Hatfield, 'and the matron
Magazine Club.
Ist6A.
The Magazine club will meet Thurs and evgrybody are good to me; but,
day afternoon with Mrs. 13ertie Camp- oh, Im so lonely among all these
bell
at her home on Broadway. It will empty TOOITIS and in these big halls.
MOVING WAGON IN CONNECbe the first meeting of the fall period, I wish i had company here or I could
TION.
and the magazines to be reported on go to some little place where it
are McClure's, Literary Digest, Hub- wouldn't be so kind of awesomr."
bard's Journeys, Atlantic Monthly,
Outloola 'Harper's, North 'American
GOOD TIME PLANNED.
Review. A current event will be the
response to roll call.
For Kentucky Grand Lodge of Odd
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Fellows.
Revolutionary Daughters.
Palmer House Bar,
The Daughters of the American
L A. Lagorsaramo.
Harrodsburg. Ky., Oct. 6.-The I.
Revolution of this city held their first 0.
0. F. grand lodge of Kentucky
meeting of the coming season with
will be handsomely entertained in
MTS. George Thompson, of West
this city next week The members
Broadway. Friday afternoon, and it of
Montgomery Lodge, the host,
was a happy reunion of the ladies
have created an enthusiasm among
who discontinued their gatherings last
the people generally, which assures a
spring for the warm period.
royal welcome and sure-enough •KenAt ehe opening "America" was eftocky hospitality to the soo or 600
fectively sung, and following that indelegates expected to arrive here
LEMON. r RANGE, CHERRY
'treating song addressee were made
next Mionday. The committee on
by those pneaent. "Patriotic Societies"
entertainment reports
everything
was mid by Mrs. Hubbard Wells, the
nrady, and homes provided for all
chapter regent, pointing out the difdelegates and such ladies as may acference between the Colonial Dames,
ARE GOOD. CAM
company them. Every mail brings
Daughters of the American revolution
letters increasing the number of
and Daughters of the Confederacy.
delegates ro be sent by the various
During the business session Mrs.
lodggs.
WITH CRUSHED - STRAW- Wells and Mrs. 1. 0. Walker were
BERRY, PEACH. PIN:MAPLE ot chrien the Paducah delegates to the
CIIERRY.. IS BITTER.
state convention to be held next
NEW YORK HOTELS.
Wednesday and Thursday at Paris.
Ky.
The !legion was closed with dainty That Are Supported by the Rest o
refreshments served by Mrs. Thompthe Country.
SEVENTH AND 111-1110ADWAT. son.

Strong Fresh

SPICES

The Week
ilr Socuety

J. H. Oehlschlaeger

4

SO
LO
MO
N
THE POPULA

R PRICE TAILOR

Makes Suits Just as Cheap as You Can Get Them Ready
Made

Don't think
you get botch
work becauss
you cee these
Cheap Prices

All Coats tried
on before they
are finished so as
please the customer.

Suits to order
Dress suits
Pants to order
Dress pants .
Overcoats . .
Dress overcoats
Fancy vests
Dress vests

NOTICE

Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE

Clem Fransiola

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

I have in my employ
the very best coatmakers, vest - makers
and pant-makers. All
work made right at
home; we don't send
vny work away to
sweat-shops.
Come and See for
Yourself.

We muke
up -- to -- date
clothes and
you know
work tells for
itself.

Mineral Water

I carry a large
stock to select from
also carry a full
line of trimmings
to match the wool
ens.

Our Pure Fruit
Phosphates
Ice Cream

es
•
•

HAYES

(New

. $22.50
38.00
6.00
9.00
22.50
32.50
5.00
7.50

I guarantee all
my work to fit,
and well made
and
trimmed
well.

Come early to
avoid therush
Suits cleaned
and pressed
up -- to -- date

My piices are
reasonable.

P

Yock Letter
Philadelphia
Affair of Eleganae.
Press.)
None of the great and new hotels,
The afternoon tea of Thursday in
honor of the horse show sponsors was and especially none of those chit-one of the most elegant social events acterized by splendor of furnishing
of this season its superbness being and presumably by high prices, has
excelled by none The gathering was bean in any financial embarrassment.
Louisville, Ky., Horse Show: Detail held in the beautiful rooms of the All of them have made money and
of sale September Jock to October Chess, Checker and Whist club above some of them have in the course of
64k. 1906 inclusive, limit October 8th, Ochlschlaceger's drug store, and the a few years brought fortunes to thear
1906. Round trip rate $8.50.
•how colors of red. yellow and blue owiots and lessees. One of the lofty cursions to Saratoga. no longer doLs:instals. Ky., Fall Races: Dates were in attractive evidence every- steel and iron constructed hotels in ing that.
ci"
titI e October god to 13th, age* where. From 3 mitil 5 o'clock the the .vicinity of. Central park was able
These superbly. constructed, giganmassive, limit October 14th. 1905. place was Crowded with ladies greet- to report to the company which owns tic hotel buildings of New York, ap
•
Rowed trip rate $..35.
ing arwl welcoming the handsome spon and controls it a net profit for the pointed with 'every luxury and con(Incor poraied)
Louisville, Ky.-Grand Lodge, F. sots, while fine music was rendered by first year after its opening of WS.- venience, receive their chief .sup"
I::!vont&
elk A. M. Grand Chapter R. A. M.
000. Orin of the rafrr great hotels is port from those who haiie gained
orcheetra.
'Dates of sale October isth and tdth,
Mrs. W. Armour Gardner presided undestood to have netted nearly half prosperity in the West and South,
gob, limit October aoth, 19°6. Round over the tea tae, assisted by Mrs. a million in a single year. Another although, of .ciurse, New Engtrip rate $6.95.
Carrie Ellis, Misses Manic Cobb. one of the hotels which must be list- land and the middle states furSUPEIZIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIA44Nashville, Tenu.,-State Fair: Date Martha Davis. Robye Corbett, Mary ed among the new, altho in the swift nigh some portion of the custom.
It
of sale October 6th and 8th to 13th Scott and Carlyne Sowell.
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
modern development it should be was estimated today by an expert
ticlusive. 19°6, km't October 15th,
Those receiving were: Meedomes T. named among the oldor of the new that at no time in these days are
1936. Round trip race $4.75.
C Leech, Jake Wiallerstein. Victor hotels in New York, made in some there less than lioo,000 sojourners.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOF ROE. BOTH PHONES.
Asheville, N. C.,-Missionary Con- Voris, John S. Bleecker, Joseph L. six years a fortune in excess of a travelers in New York city, and at
ference Protestant Fpiscopal church. Friedman, R. B. Philips. Charles K. niillion dollars for its lessee and cattain seasons of the year there
Dates of sale October 32nd and 23rd. Wheeler. G. C. Wallace. A. R. Meyers manager.
are as many as aoorooe. There seems
1906, limit Novernbtr 5th, 1906.
But, after all, the most intersting to be a disposition on the part of
J. C. Utterback. C M'. Budd. W. F.
Dallas, Tex.. International Assoc- Bradshaw. Jr.. J. C. Flournoy, IL E. and suggestive of all thr features those who enjoy prosperity in
the
iation of Fire engineers. Dates of Thc•mpson, C. H. Sherrill, James associated with the vast develop- South and West to
make New York a
sale October 6th an.I 7th, t906. Lim- Weille, Harry Hinkle, Henry Hughes. ment of hotel property in NeaN, summer resort. Therefore
it can be
it 21 daya Round trip rates $21.00.
J. A. Bauer)Cook Husbantis, Henry York city is the fact that they re- siOd that the magnitude of the reWinchester Ky.. State Develop- Rudy, Toni Hall, Hal Corbett. Frank flect not so much local
prosperity cent investment in hotel property in
gment convention: Dotes of sale Oc- Parham, E. G. Boone, Luther Graham. as that of the
entire country. The New york, the magnitude of the
tober 9th, and loth, 1906; return lim- J. W. Tulley, H. G. Thompson, G. A geoat number
of transient guests appointments, tlat splendor of the
it October 13th, 1906. Round tr'p Elotsrnoy; Misses Marjorie Scott, Mar who frequent these
hotels represent decorations, all represent the prosrate $9.90.
tha Davis, Anne May Yeiser, Anna the prosperity of the nAddle and rarity of recent years and especially
* Birmingham, Ala., home Coming Webb and Frances Wallace
even the far west and of the South. that share of it which the West.and
eek: Dates of sale October lath
.But for- the riches that have come South have been rrtmitted tq en- OFFICE PHONE
The sponsors present were:
tat-i
RESIDENCE PHONE pg.
:nd t5th5 I906; return limit October
Mrs. John Love, of New York; into these sections it would have joy.
21st, 1906. By depositing ticket and Mrs. Charles Patier, of Cairo; Mrs. been imposible to maintain profitpaying fee of so cents an extention Gustav Worneken, of Clarkeiville; ably and would have. been inexnedto November 2tst, 1906 may be ob- Mrs. Anne Berryman, of Clarksville; ient to build any of these new hotels.
Hinkleville Road Land.
tained. Round trip rate $9.35.
Mrs. Guy Johnson. of Clarksville; Tho pople of New York who occupy
Five acres $oo°. Well covered with
Memphis
Tenn.,
International Mks. GUS Thomas, of Mayfield; M'rs. hotels live for the most part in the
ehalde trees: fronts on two streets.
('onveroion Brotherhood of St. An- Jacob Corbett. of Wickliffe; Mira. J. apartment houses.
One-third cash. Good place for subur'drew: Dates of sale October a5th,
Lane, of Mcl.cansboro, Ill.; Miss
In ain earlier generation the cott6th, Toth and t8th, trio61 return limit Xavie Haynie, of Gallatin, Tenn.: ton planter of the South, discounting ban home.
Whittemore Real Estate
Agenc
October 31st, 1905.
By depositing Miss Emma Lott Love, bf Indianapo- some portion of his crop, took his
30 S. THIRD STREET:
;PADUCAH.4-1
4icket and paying fee of 5o cents an lis; Miss Buren, of Webb City. aira; family for a few weeks to New Or742.
listention zo November 3oth, t906 Miss Rose English, of Louisville: leans, so that ale leading hotel of
End if the Honeymoon.
tray be obtained. Round trip rate Miss Nellie Mbrris, of Fulton; Miss that city was for a time the, center
(Houston, Tex., Post.)
$5.25
"Finished
Hastings,
your honeymoon yet?" I SURE WITH-of
of
Lelia
Willley.
Miss
the
social
life
of
South.
the
•
So.
'
"I don't know. I have never been
Gairo. Miss Bernice Frost, of
too, others of the Mississippi valfield.
ley frequented for a brief time one able to determine the exact meaning
Exchange of Compliments.
or another of the-hotels of St. of the word honeymoon."
(I)etroit Free Press.)
"Well, then, has your wife comLou's,. and for many years the great
Mrs Rapps-My husband says he
Five Lots for $500.
planters of Kentucky, prosperous menced to do the cooking yet?"
wouldn't give two cents for your husBetween Fourteenth street and Oak people of West Virginia and other
band's opinion of Woe
Grove cemetery. /Good lots for
Output of Political Machines.
parts of the Seth found delightful
Mrs Slapps-Of course te wouldn't ing cheap renting homes, one-half sberal recreation
(Kansas City Tithes.)
in the ?iota ;life
In my husband's opinion he isn't cash.
"What do political machine9 manu- Office 306 Broadway
of Ciricinnati.
Phoshes:Otfice 385-Residence 1696
Furthermore, the
worth two cents.
Whittemore Real
Estate Agency cotton planters made ettrnmer ex- lactate pa?"
4.
"Bolts, Bobby"
-

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN

SOLOMON, The Tailor

113 South 3rd Street

- - - - -

I

Phone 1016a

Paducah Transfer Company

•f„

GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.

P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT

J. W. HUGHES

r

GENERAL INSUR.ANCE
116 Fraternity Building

Matta!Efinger diN Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,

(I. st
110

;

.0

L. BEBOUT

General Instirance Agency

I
1Lg.. W

.14

LANGSTAFF-ORM
Flooring,
Siding
Finish
Lath

L

ANUFt.A TURING 0MPANY

Yellow U Gum M Ash
Beech
Poplar
Pine

B

Maple
Walnut

Oak
Elm

BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
GUM, BEECH klib OAK FLO RING, ENDPIATCHED
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
Both Phones 26
"Horse Show" "Barnum
& Bailey Show" "Dog
Show"
All make theirshow: but

M'PHERSONS
DRUG STORE

UNVEILING
RESIGNATION
CEREMONIES
OF MINISTER

Sash,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish

TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second $

+4 +

+

++++

R

POPULAR WANTS,
+++

++++ + + + + ++

WANTED—Good man in each
county to represent and advertise
Hardware Department, put out samD
ples, etc. Salary $21.00 weekly. ExTHE WORL
REV. TINNON RESIGNED HIS WOODMEN OF
pense money advanced. Dept A. The
OF
MENT
L
MONU
UNVEI
CHARGE OF THE WINGO
Columbia House, Chicago.
THEIR DEAD.

This is the Way We Do It!
We are often asked how it is that we are able to sell Gut Violin
Strings, Violin Bows, Clarionet Reeds, Guitar Strings, and all Musical Instruments Trimming at a lower price than is charged by other
dealers. Here is the HOW OF It—There are no Gut strings made
in the United tSates, and, in order to secure FRESH, RELIABLE
STOCK for our customers, we import DIRECT FROM EUROPE.
In this way we cut out ALL MIDDLE PROFIT, and sell BETTER
GOODS for LESS MONEY than other dealers...The Paducah Postmaster stays that we are the ONLY DEALER that imports through
the custom house in this city. Catch on—We are the only ones that
can make prices.

WANTED:—A good house girl,
cooking or washing. Apply 209
no
Afternoon
"i he Ladies of the Trimble Street Exercises Will Occur this
Fifth street.
North
Large
a
at the Cemetery Where
Methodist Church Will Hold
Gather.
Will
Crowd
deption
Week of Prayer.
The best equipped prescri
WANTED—Efficient bookkeeper.
toilet
line of
partment—Finest
Address postoffice box 665.
baiicles and perfumes—Purest and
This afternoon the unveilig cerefreshest drugs and chemicals—LargRev. Albert Sidney Tinnon has reWANTED—To buy Second hind
s.
supplie
l
the
surgica
will be held by the Wood- shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jonea, 22o
of
for
monies
line
pastor
of
est
signed the place
Wingo circuit of Methodist churches, men of the World of this city, at Kentucky Ave.
d the
and Presiding Elder J. W. Blackard which time there will be unveile
graves
$5oo.00 buys improved farm of 20
of this city has selected Rev. Owens monuments erected over the
of of the deceased brethren who have acres in thgt new town of High Point
portion
ed
unexpir
the
out
fill
to
LL
REXA
AGENTS FOR FAMOUS
Rev. Owen passed away during the tvilelve situated between Maxon Mills and
KO- Rev. Tinnon's tenure.
REMEDIES, EASTMAN
the Ohio -river about 4 acres in the
will serve the Wingo congregation months now closing.
DAKS, HUYLERS CANDY.
of town site, ballance rich Massac
master
is
the
Parker
the
R.
W.
on
s
Ma-.
churche
the
proper, while
BROADWAY circuit will be looked after by Rev. ceremonies, while the oration for the creek bottom. Town lots worth the
AND
FOURTH
dead will be delivered by Attorney money alone. Farm known as the
r. M. McNutt.
David Cross. Dr. W, H. Pitcher will Kicyr place facing the new gravel
Prayer.
give a recitation. •,
of
Week
road and at entrance of the new
The arrangements committee that bridge. Old Phone t865.
The ladies of the Trimble street
Methodist church will tomorrow start has prepared for the affair is composan,
Cairo. 25.8 riv-.
Ask your grocer for preserving
a week pf prayer, which will be con- ed of George Lenhard, chairm
Joseph
Cross,
A.
held
fall.
David
and
13.6,
Lee,
y
ooga,
George
Chattan
pears. Bartlett Produce Company
tinued until next Saturda
s at the owest irterest--all
Cincinnati, 10.5, fall.
daily. at 3 o'clock in the afternoon B. Flasoh, C. C. Baker and Frank will receive a car load of fine ones this ii the city—money loaned on all v aluable
tial.
to
s
strictly
confiden
fall.
busines
invited
13.9.
y
Roark.
Evansville,
week.
The public is cordiall
There are only five monuments to
Florence, 15,8, stand.
participate.
be unveiled, those of Mr. Sullivan and
Johnsonville, 22.8 rise.
FO RSALE:—Brand new 3 room
William Pryor, of Jersey camp, of "L" cottage not quite completed, but of shot guns including all the high-grade makes such as L. C. Smiths—
Gideon's Meet
Louisville, 5.0, fall.
Mt. Carmel, 2.7, rise.
The Gideons, the Christian organi- Shearer and Louis Bodenheimer of will be in ten days. Large front and Parker-La Feevor etc. We have 0: Remington automatic shot gun.
rise.
2.7,
le,
Nastril
zation for drummers, will hold relig- Olive camp, and Mrs. William Mc- back poarches. Jones street between
8th and 9th streets. Small cash payPittsburg, 4.0, fall.
ious services at the First Baptist Keen, of Frergre,in Grove.
partiwill
rise.
circles
o'clock.
the
of
6.1.
3:3o
at
Dam,
ladies
on
The
ment balance in monthly instalments.
Davis Island
church this afterno
kinds of p stols, Watches, diamonds, rings and the most complete line of
Many traveling men will be present, cipate in the ceremonies with the Water in kitchen .
St. Louis, it., fall.
at
rrveet
Mort&
will
d
Sstate
musical instruments in the city.
extende
lodges
The
fall.
Real
on
is
ken
en
i3.3,
McCrac
gentlem
Mt. Vernon,
while a cordial invinti
We also have a complete stock of traveling bags--prices are vie*.
their respective hall and march to the gage Company Inc. Phone 765. Office
Faducah, 19.2, rise.
to the entire public.
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Be
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Session
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livered on time. 529 Broadway.
church will not be
pects to resume her business right Baptist
row Evening By That Body.
tion until next Tuesday
publica
for
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FURNITURE bought and sold
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; you pay for it as you
The steamer Kentucky departed morning
the aldermanic Williams, 538 South Third street,
evening
ow
Tomorr
Tenthe
for
on
afterno
pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lots on the
ay
yesterd
board meets at the City Hall is ad- New pbone seoA.
Home Mission,
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nese river. She comes back next
having
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Home
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plan
installment
night.
streets from Ilso to limo each. Buy now on
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UMBRELLA repairing done et
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Propert
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the
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cheap.
while
The Dick Fowler returned from Broadw
no
short
un331 South Third street on
afternoon at 3 o'clock but a little of their business over
ow
tomorr
meet
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.
and
night
rapidly
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Cairo last.
til tomorrow night, si Thursday night tics.
at the church.
•
row morning at 8 o'clock.
Show.
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Horse
the
to
go
scould
they
The Reuben Dunbar got away
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Thursday night they met and allowed
Meeting Postponed.
y,sterday for Evansville and rer
transafter
INCORPORATED.
and
died unmarried men between
payroll
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First
the
and
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bills
the
The open meeting
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and 35; citizens of United
little
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other
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an
D.
Sanders
Christi
Hard
L
The Henry Harley comes in towith everything else up until tomorrow Slates, of good character an telapeMonday
held
be
to
was
that
unlays
day from Evansville and
sate habits, who can speak, read and
J. F. Harth, has been indefi- night.
t.1 to o'clock tomorrow morning be- Mrs.
Illeglish. For information ap•
-write
postponed.
re getting out on her return that nitely
WS.
ply to Reeruiting Officer, New RichODD FELLO
way.
wend House, Paducah, Ky.
Bible Class Meets.
The City of Saltillo gets to St.
Lodge at HarGrand
Grace
to
for
es
Class
Delegat
Bible
s
Rector'
The
Louis tonight and lays there until
rodsburg, Leave Here Today.
Episcopal church will meet tomorBusiness Building for Sale.
tomorrow afternoon before starting
at
the
y at Harrodsburg. Ky.. the
clock
Tuesda
4.3o•o'
at
on
afterno
row
No. 329 So. Third street. Lot 66x
by
this way on tar return to the Tened
conven
be
will
meeting
annual
parish house.
in 173 fleet 2 story brick. Rental value
nessee river.
Odd Fellows of Kentucky
the
from
today
here
per year. $5000 buys the propThe Buttorff gets
grand lodge session, and hundreds of $600
All Day Meeting.
Agency
more Real Estate
Whitte
NashVille and leaves for Clarksville
Paduall day meeting will be held delegates will be there. The
An
tomorrow at noon.
noon for
tomorrow at the First Baptist church cah delegates leave today at
Tomorrow night late the steamer
BechenFresh cut roses and carnations
Peter
being
Society
ary
they
Mission
s
city,
Women'
that
by the
H.
m
-Clyde will get here from the TenWillia
BRUNSON'S 529 Broadway.
and
l
which
back, J. M. Cockrel
of the First Baptist church, at
Gus
nessee river. She lays until five
and
lodge
,i
misInglesid
frontier
of
the
on
for
Patters
time the box
and
o'clock Wednrcisday afternoon before
PRIVATE DANCE.
sionaries will be packed and for- C. Singleton, 0. T. Anderson
return.
her
on
out
g
skippin
lodge
m
Mangu
be
from
will
m
se Lodge No 33, the auxilMorgan
progra
Heartea
William
warded. A special
Invite you to inspect their line before you buy. They are sole agents
Charles Kelly goes up also being iary to the Brotherhood of Locomo- for the 'celebrated
Mr.
ed.
conduct
Gold Fish.
a candidate for a stater office with tive Engineers, will give a private
Gold fish of all kinds, just received
Offertory.
dance at Wallace park pavilion the
Sing
good chances of election.
Ade lot to select from.
and
g
mornin
this
night of Monday, October 8th.
The offertory for
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.
at the BroadWATER NOTICE.
sung
be
will
evening
5ag Broadway.
Patrons of the Water Company are
way Methodist churtlh by Miss Emma
Knauss of Evansville, Ind., who is reminded that their water rent expossessed of a sweet voice of exceed- pired September 30. Those who desire to renew them should do so be.
ing richness.
fore it is forgotten, as all premiaa•
Room zoo Fraternity Building.
Building Society.
not paid for on or before October
church
erian
The First Presbyt
ro, will be shut off.
Office 'phone Old 331 R. Residence
Building Society will meet tomorrow
The prompt payment of water
Also have a complete stock of store pipe elbows, coal hods, sines, etc.
afternoon at 2 o'clock at. the pas- rents will save vexation and cost to .phone old 464Give us a chance and we will saes you money.
tcr's study. The lesson will be John the consumer, and unpleasant duties
chapter 5.
and etnnoyanie to the company.

Can "Show You"

"BRING US YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS"

D.E.Wilson at HarboursDepartmeat Store
•

B. Ichae

RIVER. NEWS

IN
on E
he TH
Lice
LEAD
T
Pawnbroker.

Just Received a Big Lot

Also Bargains in all

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME

M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.

teno-v-e-s
Hank Bros

DR.. HOYER

PURE
MEDICAL
WINES

carry a large assortment of fine wines for
table and medical use

OUR COOKING
SHERRY
is a pure, first quality,
domestic wine, of full age
and rich flavor in half gallon bottles for P.25.

R. W. W kLKER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and Broadway.
Both Phones 17u.

soose••••••••••••••••••••••

WILSON
COAL or WOOD

SHOT HIS SWEETHEART.
Kentucky Youth Was Showing Off
His New Revolver, Which Accidentally Exploded.
Madison, Ind., Oct. 5.—Robert
Pendleton, of Trimble county, Ky.,
called on Miss Luella Black, of West
Madison, and attempted to show her
the good points of his new hammerless revolver with the result that a
32-caliber ball penetrated her throat
and lodged against ther spinal column,
causing paralysis of her lower limbs,
and inflicting what is feared to be al
fatal wound.
Pendleton, after securing a pliysician, disappr!ared and has not been
seen Wee. He was crazy with grief.
Mr. Harry Atkins the dry goods
drummer, goes to Arkansas tomor.
tow for a trip.

Dont Wait

BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES

COAL-

Genuine Tradewater
Real Pittsburg
TOO;LONG
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY

West Kentucky_Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio

Both Phones:--254

•

